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MCI-R241-NRL

INFORMATION

FOR

MG STUDENTS
Welcome to the Marine Corps Institute training program. Your interest in

self-improvement and increased professional competence is commendable.

Information is provided below to assist you in completing the course.
Please read this guidance before proceeding with your studies.

1. MATERIALS

Check your course materials. You should have all the materials listed'in
the "Course Introduction." In addition you should have an envelope to mail
your review lesson back to MCI for grading unless your review lesson answer
sheet is of the self-mailing type. If your answer sheet is the pre-printed
type, check to see that your name, rank, and social security number are
correct. Check closely, your MCI records are kept on a computer and any
discrepancy in the above information may cause your subsequent activity to go
unrecorded. You may correct the information directly on the answer sheet. If

you did not receive all your materials, notify your training NCO. If you are
not attached to a Marine Corps unit, request them through the Hotline (autovon
288-4175 or commercial 202-433-4175).

2. LESSON SUBMISSION

The self-graded exercises contained in your course are not to be returned
to MCI. Only the completed review lesson answer sheet should be mailed to
MCI. The answer sheet is to be completed and mailed only after you have
finished all of the study units in the course booklet. The review lesson has
been designed to prepare you for the final examination.

It is important that you provide the required information at the bottom of
your review lesson answer sheet if it does not have your name and address
printed on it. In courses in which the work is submitted on blank paper or
printed forms, identify each sheet in the following manner:

DOE, John J. Sgt 332-11-9999
08.4g, Forward Observation
Review esson
Military or office address
(RUC number, if available)

Submit your review lesson on the answer sheet and/or forms provided.
Complete all blocks and follow the directions on the answer sheet for
mailing. Otherwise, your answer sheet may be delayed or lost. If you, have to

interrupt your studies for any reason and find that you cannot complete your
course in one year, you may request a single six month extension by contacting
your training NCO, at least one month prior to your course completion deadline
date. If you are not attached to a Marine Corps unit you may make this
request by letter. Your commanding officer is notified monthly of your status
through the monthly Unit Activity Report. In the event of difficulty, contact
your training NCO or MCI immediately.

1
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3. MAIL-TIME DELAY

Presented below
the mailing of your

are the mail-time
review lesson and

delays that you may experience between
its return to you.

EAST COAST

TURNAROUND
MAIL TIME

MCI PROCESSING
TIME

TOTAL NUMBER
DAYS

WEST COAST 16 5 21

FPO NEW ARK 18 5 23

FPO SAN FRANCISCO 22 5 27

You may also experience a short delay in receiving your final examination
due to administrative screening required at MCI.

4. GRADING SYSTEM

LESSONS EXAMS

CkADE PERCENT MEANING GRADE PERCENT

A 94-100 EXCELLENT A 94-100
B 86-93 ABOVE AVERAGE B 86-93
C

D
78-85
70-77

AVERAGE
BELOW AVERAGE

C 78-85
65-77

NL BELOW 70 FAILING F BELOW 65

You will receive a percentage grade'for your review lesson and for the
final examination. A review lesson which receives a score below 70 is given a
grade of NL (no lesson). It must be resubmitted and PASSED before you will
receive an examination. The grade attained on the final exam is your course
grade, unless you fail your first exam. Those who fail their first exam will
be sent an alternate exam in which the highest grade possible is 65%. Failure
of the alternate will result in failure of the course.

S. FINAL EXAMINATION

ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL: When you pass your REVIEW LESSON, your examination
will be mailed automatically to your commanding officer. The administration
of MCI final examinations must be supervised by a commissioned or warrant
officer or a staff NCO.

OTHER PERSONNEL: Your examination may be administered and supervised by
your supervisor.

6. COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

The completion certificate will be mailed to your commanding officer and
your official records will be updated automatically. For non Marines, your
completion certificate is mailed to your supervisor.
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7. RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDITS

Reserve retirement credits are awarded to inactive duty personnel only.
Credits awarded for each course are listed in the "Course Introduction.*
Credits are only awarded upon successful completion of the course. Reserve
retirement credits are not awarded for MCI study performed during drill
periods if credits are also awarded for drill attendance.

8. DISENROLLMENT

Only your commanding officer can request your disenrollment from an MCI
course. However, an automatic disenrollment occurs if the course is not
completed (including the final exam) by the time you reach the CCD (course
completion deadline) or the ACCD (adjusted course completion deadline) date.
This action will adversely affect the unit's completion rate.

9. ASSISTANCE

Consult your training NCO if you have questions concerning course
content. Should he/she be unable to assist you, MCI is ready to help you
whenever you need it. Please use the Student Course Content Assistance
Request Form (ISD-1) attached to the end of your course booklet or call one of
the AUTOVON telephone numbers listed below for the appropriate course writer
Section.

PERSONNEL/ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS/AVIATION
NBC/INTELLIGENCE
INFANTRY
ENGINEER/MOTOR TRANSPORT
SUPPLY/FOOD SERVICES/FISCAL
TANKS/ARTILLERY/INFANTRY WEAPONS REPAIR
LOGISTICS/EMBARKATION/MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT/
ASSAULT AMPHIBIAN VEHICLES

288.

288-3259

288-3604
288-3611
288-2275

288-2285

288-2290

For administrative problems use the UAR or call the MCI HOTLINE: 288-4175.

For commercial phone lines, use area code 202 and prefix 433 instead of
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CONSTRUCTION PRINT READING

Course Introduction

CONSTRUCTION PRINT REAOING is designed to provide Marines of all ranks and NOS with
the basic information to recognize the terms and symbols used in construction prints. As it
progresses, the course provides Marines with instructions for reading blueprints of construc-
tion sites, and finally, with information on how to use the architect's scale.

Study Unit
Number

1

2
3

4

Study
Hours

4
4

4

4

2
2

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

ORDER OF STUOIES

Subject Matter

Principles and Methods
Plans and Drawings
Structural Information
Utility, Heating. and Air Conditioning
REVIEW LESSON
FINAL EXAMINATION

RESERVE RETIREMENT
CREDITS:

EXAMINATION;

MATERIAL:

RETURN OF
MATERIAL;
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Supervised final examination without text or notes; time limit,
2 hours.

MCI 13.44a, Construction Print Reading
Review lesson and answer sheet

Students who successfully complete this course are permitted to
keep the course materials.

Students disenrolled for inactivity or at the request of their
commanding officers will return all course materials.

HOW TO TAKE THIS COURSE

This course contains 4 study units. Each study unit begins with a general objective
which is a statement of what you should learn from that study unit. The study units are
divided into numbered work units, each presenting one or more specific objective. Read the
objective(s) and then the work unit text. At the end of the work unit text are study
questions which you should be able to answer without referring to the text of the work unit.
After answering the questions, check your answers against the correct ones listed at the end
of the study unit. If you miss any of the questions, you should restudy the text of the work
unit until you understand the correct response. When you have mastered one study unit, move
on to the next. After you have completed all study units, complete the review lesson and
take it to your training officer or NCO for mailing to MCI. MCI will mail the final
examination to your training officer or NCO when you pass the review lesson.
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MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE

Welcome * the Marine Corps
Institute correspondence training pro-
gram. Hy enrolling In this course,. you
have shown a desire tb improve the
skills you need for effective job perfor-
mance, and MCI his provided materiels
to help you achieve your goal. Now all
you need is to develop your own method
for acing these materials to beat advan-
ter

The following guidelines present
a tour-part approach to completing your
MCI course successfully:

I. Make a. "reconnaissance" of
your materials;

2. Plan your study time and choose
a good study environment;

3. Study thoroughly and system-
atically;

4. Prepare for the final exam.

I. MAKE. % "RECONNAASANCE" OF
YOUR MATERIALS

Begin with a look at the course
introduction page. Read the COURSE
INTRODUCTION to get the "Mg picture"
of the course. Theo read the MATERIALS
section nee- the bottom of the page to
find out u hich traces) mud study aids you
should have received with the course.
If any or Me listed materials are miss-
ing, see Information for_1101 Students
to find out how to get them. If you hate
everything that is listed, you are ready
to "reconnoiter" your MCI course.

Read through the tables) of con .
tents of your testis). Note the Various
subjects covered in the course and the
order in which they are taught. Leaf
through th MOO and look at the Mull

S
T
U
D
Y
0
U
I

D
E

11

trations, Read a few work unit ques-
tions to got an idea of the typo that are
asked. It MCI provides other study
aids, such as a slide rule or a plotting
board, familiarise yourself with therm
Now. get down to specifics!

IL PLAN YOCR STCDY TIME AND
CHOOSE A GOOD STCDY ENVIRON-
MENT

From looking over the course
materiels, you should have some idea
of how much study you will need to com-
plete this course. But some idea" is
not enough. You need to work up
personal study plan: the following steps
should give you some help.

days Pthe week when you have time
Get a calendar and mark those

free for study. Two study periods per
week, each lasting 1 to 3 hours, are
suggested for completing the minimum
two study units required each month by
MCI. Of course, work and other
schedules are not the same for everyone.
The imporrant thing is that you schedule
a rigular time for study on the same
days 0 each week.

(1.1) Read the course introduction
page again. Thy sailors msrked ORDER
OF STUDIES wile you the number of
slimly units In the course and the approx-
home number of slimly hours you will
need to complete each study mil. Plug
these studs bouts Into schedule.
For example, if you set aside two 2-hour
study periods each week and the OROnli
CN STIVIES estimates 2 study hours for
your first study unit. you could easily
schedule and complete the first study
unit in one study period. On your calm
dar you would mark "Study Unit 1" on the



appropriate day. Suppose that the
second study unit of your course re.
quires 3 study hours. In that case, you
would divide the study unit in half and
work on each half during a separate
study period. You would mark your
calendar accordingly. Indicate on your
calendar exactly when you plan to work
on each study unit for the entire course.
Do not forget to schedule one or two
study periods to prepare for the final
exam.

@Stick to your schedule.

Besides planning your study
time, you should also choose a study
environment that is right for you. Most
people need a quiet place for study, like
a library or s reading lounge; other
people study better where the, is 'Jack-
ground music: still others prefer to study
outof doors, You must choose your
study environment careful;' so that it
fits your individual needs.

M. STt'DY THOROCCUILY AND
SYSTEMATICAl.I.S

Armed sith a workable schedule
and situated in a good study environment
you are now ready to snack your course
study unit by study units To begin, turn
to the first gags of study unit 1. On this
page you will find the study unit objective,
a statement of what you should be able to
do after completing the study unit.

DO NOT begin by reading the
work unit questions and flipping through
the text for answers.. If you do so,
you will prepare to fan, not pass, the
final exam. Instead, proceed as fol-
lows.

0 Read the objective for the
first work unit and then read the week
unit text carefully. Make notes on
the ideas you feel are important.

® Without referring to the text,
answer the questions at the end or the
work unit.

CCheck your answers against
the correct ones listed at the end or
ow, study unit.

If you miss any of the questions,
restuPthe uork unit until you understand
the correct response,

to the li0 r
peat steps through until you have come

e t work unit and re.

pleted all the worn units in the study unit.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 12

Follow the same procedure for such
study unit, of the owe*. If you have
problems with the text or work unit questions
that you cannot solve on your own, ask
your section OTC or NCOIC for help. If
he cameo aid you, request qsaistance from
MCI on the Student course Content Assts
tance Request included with tids.course.

When you have finished all the study
soils. complete the course review lesson.
Try to answer each question without the aid of
reference materials. However, it you do not
know an answer, look it up. When you have
finished the lesson, take it to your training
officer or NCO for mailing to MCI. MCI
will grade it and seed you a feedback sheet
listing course references for any questions
that you miss.

IV. PREPARE FOR THE rum. EXAM

Hot do itu prepare for the final
exam ? rolltn these four ?steps:

0 Review each study unit objective
as s 'summary of what was taught in the
course.

® Reread all portions or the text
that you ruund particularly difficult.

® Bevies all the work unit questions,
paving special utlention to those you missed
the first time around.

19 Study the course review
lemma, paying particular attention
to the questions you missed.

It you follow these simple
steps, you should do well on the
final. 0001) LUCK!



STUDY UNIT 1

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPuLTION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO IDENTIFY THE TERNS AND SYMBOLS USED IN CONSTRUCTION PRINTS, AS WELL AS DI-
MENSIONS. VIEWS, AND PROTECTIONS. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO NAME BOTH THE PARTS OF A
PRINT AND THE TYPES OF PRINTS.

A picture is worth a thousand words. Man has used plutures as a means of communication
for aany years. It would be almost impossible for an engineer or an inventor to describe the
size and shape of a simple eject without a drawing of some kind. For example, if an engineer
designed a simple object such as the one shown in figure 1-1, he would have difficulty in
onveying his idea of how to develop it into the object illustrated withowx a drawing giving
specific instructions such as shape, size, and construction specifications to be followed by
the person in charge of the job. A working drawing showing all these instructions is

illustrated in figure 1-2.

2 .1041X 03/14EX HEAD BOLTS
15/16 FROM CENTER TO CENTER

I" OUTER DIAMETER

SW INNER DIAMETER
X I. 1/41. DEPTH

3132 "OIL HOLE

2 PIECES I'AI1/4" X ye
OVERALL DIMENSIONS
EXCLUDING BASE AND
CYLINDRICAL SECTION

2 P/4" DRILLED HOLES
2' FROM CENTER TO CENTER

USE 1/4* THICK X
2 ste X 7/13"

Fig 1-1. Engineer's sketch.

Fig 1.2, Working drawing.

1-1
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Drawing or sketching is the universal language used by engineers, technicians, end

skilled craftsmen. Whether the drawing is made freehand or by the use of drawing instru-
ments (mechanical drawing), it must convey all the necessary information to the individual who
will fabricate and assemble the object whether it be a building, ship, aircraft, or mechanical

device.

Work Unit I-1. LINE CONVENTIONS

IDENTIFY ANY FIVE OF THE TWELVE LINE CONVENTIONS.

To include all the necessary information on a drawing in a meaningful manner, different
types and weights of lines are used to represent the features of the object. The meaning of a
line with rartain characteristics has been standardized, and will be the same on ay drawing.
These line conventions must be understood in order to read drawings. The line conventions
most often encountered in construction prints are presented in this work unit.

Visible lines. A heavyweight unbroken
Tre1=7ssefor the primary feature of a
drawing. For drawings of objects, this
line convention represents the edges, the
intersection of two surfaces, or the
surface limit that is visible from the
viewing angle of the drawing. This line
is often called the outline.

Hidden lines. A medium-weight line of
rTITISieve short dashes represents an

edge, the intersection of two surfaces,
or the surface limit which is not visible
from the viewing angle of the drawing.

Center lines. A thin (light) line com-
pose cirinernate long and short dashes
of consistent lenoth is called a center

lin,. It is used to signify the center
of a circle or arc and to divide object
into equal or symmetrical parts.

Dimension lines. A solid continuous line
terminazin fn arrrowheads at each end.
Dimension lines are broken only to permit
writing in dimension, On construction
drawings the dimension lines are unbroken.
The points of the arrowheads touch the ex-
tension lines which mark the limits of the
dimension. The dimension is expressed in
feet and inches on architectural drawings
and in feet and decimal fractions of a
foot on engineering drawings.

MAME CONVENTION EXAMPLE

VISIBLE
LINES

I

HIDDEN
LINES

I

[1 1- 1 il'

E'
I

Li

CENTER
LINES

I

IAZire

4.44"

DIMENSION
LINES

1

1°2 14
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Extension lines. Extension line is a thin

MATIIINFOrin line that is used to in-
dicate the extent of the dimension lines.
The extension line extends the visible
lines of an object when it is not conve-
nient to draw a dimension line directly
between the visible lines. There is al-
ways a small space between the extension
line and the visible line.

Leaders. A leader is a thin (light) lire
iragaTed with an arrowhead that is used
to indicate the part or feature to which
a number, note or other information re-
fers.

Phantom lines or Datum Lines. A
dashes

broken by two short dashes is called a
phantom line and indicates one

of three things: the relative position of
an absent part, an alternative position of

a part, or repeated detail which is not

drawn.

Stitch lines. A medium line made of
*sTreelTiFii evenly spaced and labeled
used to indicate stitching or sewing.

Break lines. A thin (light) line inter.
7701.7117,17 z-shaped symbol. The break
line indicates that the object has been
shortened to save space on the drawing.
The true length is indicated by the di.
mansion specified. The short break line
convention varies with shape and mater-
iel, as shown in figure 1-3. It indicates
that part of the object has been cut away
to show section detail or hidden features.

Cuttina Plane lines. A pair of short,
Tiro Tines Twfith arrowheads projected at
900 indicates the cutting plane when a
drawing includes a section view. Letters
(AA. BB, etc.) are usually placed at the
arrowheads to identify the section view.
The arrowheads show the viewing direction
of the section view. Where necessary,
the section lines may be connected by a
line of short, heavy dashes indicating

the exact path of the cutting plane.

1-3
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MME CONVENTION EXAMPLE

EXTENSION
LINES

r -1
1

LEADER

sE117371

PHANTOM
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DATUM LINE

1
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STITCH
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......

BREAK
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-

"/*000)

BREAK
(SHORT) =
CUTTING

PLANE

VIEWING
PLE
OPTIONAL

± %1%,il!

1

CUTTING
PLANE FOR
COMPLEX OR
OFFSET
VIEWS

idP
.0

...-1

,

nir Vil,
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fig 1-3. Short break conventions.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions about the illustration below and check your re-
sponses against those listed at the end of this study unit.

Line A z Line B

I. Which line convention is located at line A?

a. Break

b. Visible

2. Which line convention is located at line H?

a. Break
b. Hidden

1-4
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c. Center
d. Phantom

c. Extension
d. Leader



3. Which line convention is located at line F?

a. Section
b. Visible

4. Which line convention is located at line G?

a. Center

b. Cutting

5. Which line convention is located at line C?

a. Dimension
b. Extension

c. Dimension

d. Break

c. Hidden

d. Leader

c. Visible
d. Break

Work Unit 1-2. PROJECTIONS AND DRAWINGS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, AN ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, AN ISOMETRIC DRAWING.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, AN OBLIQUE DRAWING.

When learning to read a construction print, you must develop the ability to visualize
the object (fig 1.4). This is done by learning to properly interpret the various types of
lines, dimensions, sections, details, symbols, and other media that are used to describe the
object or parts of an object on a construction print.

Fig 1-4. Visualizing from a print.

An object can be viewed and therefore drawn from an infinite number of positions. Some

views are easier to draw and interpret than others. It is common to present an object on a
drawing as an orthograhic projection or as a pictorial drawing. In an orthographic projec-
tion, the object is presented as if it were viewed through a transparent drawing plane from an
infinite distance (fig 1-8). An orthographic projection is made by projecting each point on
the object perpendicular to the drawing plane. A pictorial drawing, such as the perspective
projection in figure 1-5, presents the object as it would appear to the eye.

17



ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

Fig 1.6. Orthographic verses perspective projection.



Orthographic projection. Almost all drawings as guides intended for production or
construction are drawn by orthographic projecAon.

The major advantage of an orthographic projection is that it shows every part of an ob-
ject that is parallel to the drawing plane in true relative size and position.

The number of views to be used in projecting a drawing is governed by the compleJty of
the shape of the drawing. Complex objects are normally drawn showing six views; that is, both
ends, front, top, rear, and bottom. Figure 1-6 shows an object placed in a transparent box.
The projections of the object on the sides of the box are the views seen by looking straight
at the object through each side. if the outlines are scribed on each surface and the box
opened and laid flat, the result is a six-view, orthographic projection drawing. it should be
noted that the rear view may appear in any one of four positions (to the right of the right
side view, to the left of the left side view, above the to, view, or below the bottom view).

As a general rule, you will find that most drawings will be presented in three views.
For a simple object, three views are adequate to completely describe the object when dimen-
sions are added (fig 1-7). Occasionally, you will see two-view drawings, particularly cylin-
drical objects. The most common three-view drawing arrangement shows the front, top and right
side view of an object.

in a three -view drawing, the front view shows the most characteristic feature of the
object. Note in figure 1-7 that the right side or end view is projected to the right of the
front. Also notice that all the horizontal outlines of the front view are extended hori-
zontally to make up the side view and all the vertical outlines of the front view are extended
vertically to make up the top view. ily studying the drawing you should obtain the following
information about the object: the shape of the object, its overall length (2 i/8 inches), its
width (1 1/2 inches), and its height (1 3/8 inches). it is notched 1 i/8 inches from the
right side and 7/8 inch from the bottom. After having studied each view of the object, you
should be able to visualize the object as it appears in figure 1-8. if a hole is drilled in
the notched portion of the object, the drawing would appear as in figure 1-9. The position of
the hole is indicated by hidden lines in the front and side views and as a circle in the top
view. The location of the center of the drilled hole is indicated by a center line.



Fig 1-6. Third angle orthographic projection.

Fig 1 -1. Three-view drawing.

1-8
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Fig 1-0. Interpretation of a three -view drawing.

Fig 1-9. Hidden lines in a three-view drawing.

Isometric drawings. The isometric dreoinq is an easy drawing to be used by the
beginner who wants to make a three dimensional effect. In an isometric drawing, all lines
that are parallel on the object are also Parallel on the drawing. Vertical lines are sheen in
a vertical position, but the lines representing horizontal lines are drawn at an angle of

300 with the horizontal. Also, on an isometric drawing, all the lines which represent the
horizontal and vertical lines on an object have true length. Since all isometric lines are

spread equally (1200), the same scale of measure is used on toe three visible sides.
Isometric drawings (fig 1-10) mey be dimensioned, and blueprints of these drawings may be used
for making simple objects. However, isometric drawings alone cannot be used for complicated
parts or structures. Isometric drawings may be used as an aid in clarifying the orthographic
drawings that are the foundation of all construction prints.

1-9
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Fig 1-10. Isometric drawing.

Oblique drawings. In oblique drawings, (fig 1-11), the front face of the ob:ect is
drawn in orthographic form, full scale. One or more sides are then added at an angle to the
front face, either full scale, or foreshortened. Any angle and scale may be used,

An oblique drawing in which the receding or oblique lines are drawn full-scale at 450
is called a cavalier drawing (fig 1-11), The result does not create a realistic appearance,
but allows the use of one scale for the entire drawing.

A cabinet drawing is an oblique drawing which uses half-scale measurements on the ob-
lique sides (fig 1-11), These drawings are commonly drawn with the oblique lines at 300 or
450 to the front plane. The name came into being because most often these drawings were of
cabinet work.

ffiZCSCAt la2F8COLE
140-0

FULL $ PULL
SCALE SCALE

FULL
SCALE

CAVALIER DRAWING CABINET DRAWING

Fig 1-11. Oblique drawings of a cube,

1-10
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1. As a general rule, most orthographic drawings will be presented
in views.

a. three

b. four
c. five
d. six

2. The illustration below is an example of a three view

a. isometric drawing. c. trlmetric view.
d. auxiliary projection.b. orthographic projection.

3. On an isometric drawing, all lines are drawn to true scale and the horizontal lines
are drawn at an angle of to the horizontal.

a. 600 c. 300
b. 450 d. 1S0

4. The illustration below Is an example of a(an)

a. orthographic view. c. dimetric view.
b. cabinet drawing. d. isometric drawing.

S. When the sides are added to the front face of an oblique drawing, they may be at
any angle and at

a. only 8/10 scale. c. only 4/10 scale.
b. only 6/10 scale. d. any scale.
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6. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

a. oblique drawing.
b. perspective view.

Work Unit 1-3. SPECIAL VIEWS

c. rotation drawing.

d. section view.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, AN AUXILIARY VIEW.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A ROTATION VIEW.

IDENTIFY. FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A SECTION VIEW.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A PHANTOM VIEW.

When complex objects are involved, three-view drawings are often not sufficient to con-
vey all the necessary details. Special views are added to provide additional information.
The special views which may be encountered are auxiliary, rotation section, phantom views,
developments, and exploded views.

Auxiliar views. If a feature of an object is in a plane which is not parallel to one
of the raw ng p anes, it will not appear in true size or shape in any of the three normal
views. The sloping surface of the object in figure 1-12, for example, appears in both the top
and right side views but is foreshortened in both. In this case, an auxiliary projection is
added. The auxiliary view is obtained by projecting lines to a drawing plane which is par-
allel to the slanted face. The auxiliary view is normally placed alongside a view which shows
the true length of the edge of the slanted surface as shown in figure 1-13. In this case, the
auxiliary view is related to the front view in the same way as the top or right side view is
related to the front view. If the feature to be covered in an auxiliary view is not in a
plane perpendicular to one of the normal orthographic drawing planes, or if there is not
enough room in the normal position, the auxiliary view will be placed somewhere else on the
drawing. In this case, the auxiliary view will usually be labeled as "view AN (or B. C. etc.)
with an arrow pointing to the face. Auxiliary views do not usually show the entire object as
seen from the auxiliary view angle; only the surface parallel to the auxiliary drawing plane
is covered. Figure 1-14 shows an auxiliary view compared with a right side view of the same
object. Note that the circles appear as ellipses in the right side view, with the distance
between centers foreshortened. The auxiliary view only shows the slanted face of the co-
ject, the holes appear in true shape, and the distance in true length.

24
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Fig 1.12. Auxiliary projection principle.

Fig 1-13. Auxiliary view arrangement.

Fig 1.14. Auxiliary and side views compared.

1-13
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Rotation. Occasionally, if no confusion will result from the practice, a separate aux-
iliarylivriromitted and a side or top view is provided. This is drawn as if the object
were bent to bring the slanted surface parallel to the drawing plane (fig 1-15). This is
called a rotation, and the fact that it has been done will be indicated in some manner on the
drawing. in figure 1-15, for example, the fact that one view is higher than the other, plus
the curvature of the upper center line shows immediately that the right hand view is a
rotation.

Fig 1-15. Rotation.

Sections. Section views are used to give a clear view of the interior or hidden fea-
tures 7-11Rribject which normally cannot be clearly observed from conventional outside
views. A section view is obtained by cutting away part of an object to show the shape and
construction at the cutting plane. The most common position of the cutting plane is through
the longest dimension, or main longitudinal axis and parallel to the front view as shown in
figure 146. The cutting plane may be drawn parallel to any plane of projection if it shows
the required features of the object. When section views are drawn, the part that is cut by
the cutting plane is marked with closely spaced, parallel (section) lines. The section lines
indicate the surfaces which were created by the cutting plane and which do not exist on the
uncut object. When two or more parts are cut In one view, a different slant or style of
section line is used for each part. All rules of projection apply, but hidden lines 4.aplete
the understanding of the view. Notice how the cutting plane is shown on a drawing as
illustrated in I of figure 1-16. The cutting plane in 2 illustrates where the imaginary cut
is made. The object as it would look if it were cut in half is shown in 3. The section view
as it would appear on a drawing is shown in 4.

Full-sections. When the cutting plane is a single continuous plane passing entirely
through the object, the resulting view is called a full-section, view 1 (fig. 1-17). The cut-
ting plane is usually made straight through on the main axis or center line.

Nilf-sections. The cutting plane will not always be made completely through the ob-
ject. "171uTTIWice that 2, figure 1-17 shows a half-section. The cutting plane passes
only halfway through the object. This is cannon practice for telemetrical objects. In the
case illustrated, the top half, if sectioned, would be identical to the bottom half, providing
no additional information. The half-section permits both the internal and external features
to be shown as well as their relationship to one another.

26
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Fig 1-16. Action of the cutting plane.

tj

L

A-01

13) FULL- SECTIONAL VIEW

ICTOO

® NALF-SECTIONAL VIEW

Fig 1-17. Full and half-sectional views.

Offset sectielh. A section view with a cutting plane that changes direction backward
and forWa-177171111: to show important features, is known as an offset section. The offset
cuttinn plane in figure 1-18 is arranged to show the hole on the right side, in section. The
sectional view is the front view, and the top views show the offset cutting plane line.
Notice that there is no line on the sectiun view at the point where the cutting plane goes
straight back.

Fig 1-18. Offset section.

1-15
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Revolved section. To eliminate &Owing extra views of rolled shapes, ribs, and similar
forms, nMilTOITIriTCOn is used. It s a drawing within a drawing, and it clearly describes
the object's shape at a certain cross-section station or point. The sectional view of the rib

in figure 1-19 has been revolved so that you can look at It head-on.

Fig 1-19. Revolved section.

Removed section. Removed sections are normally used to illustrate particular parts of
an object (rig 1-20) . They are drawn like the revolved section, except that they are placed
at one side to bring out important details. They are often drawn to a larger scale than the
one used on the view where they are illustrated.

Fig 1-20. Removed section.

Broken-out section. A broken-out section Is a partial section used on an exterior view
to show the interior detail without drawing a complete full or half section. The limit of the

broken-out section is indicated with an irregular break line. In figure 1-21, the inside of
the fitting is better ill -strated because of the broken-out section.

Fig 1-21. Broken-out section.

28
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Alined section. took at the front view of the handwheel in figure 1-22 and notice the
cuttinglnirniiV4 Wheii a true sectional view might be misleading, parts such as ribs or
spokes are drawn as if they are rotated into or out of the cutting plane. Notice that the
spokes in the section at are not sectioned. In some cases, though not in this figure, if
the spokes were sectioned, the first impression would be that the wheel had a solid web rather
than spokes.

A 441m, SK11014 A-A

Fig 1-22. Alined section.

Phantom views. Phantom views are used to indicate the alternate position and path of
motion 701M11717pleated details, or the relative position of an absent part. Figure 1-23
shoos the alternate position of,a part as a phantom view (the part on the left side).

Fig 1 -23. Phantom view.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check yos" responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1. A drawing that is obtained by projecting lines to a drawing plane which is parallel
to the slanted face is known as a(an)

a. alined section. c. removed section.
b. phantom view. d. auxiliary view.
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2. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

I.

a. section view. c. phantom view.

b. broken-out section. d. auxiliary view.

3. A drawing that is drawn as if the object were bent to bring the slanted surface
parallel to the drawing plane is called a(an)

a. rotation view.
b. offset section.

4. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

c. alined view.
d. removed section.

a. exploded view. c. phantom cut.

b. offset section. d. rotation view.

5. Which view is obtained by cutting away part of an object to show the shape and con-
struction at the cutting plane?

a. Auxiliary c. Phantom
b. Rotation d. Section

30
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6. The illustration below is an example of a(en)

a. section view. c. rotation view.
b. phantom view. O. auxiliary view.

7. Which view is used to indicate the alternate position and path of motion parts?

a. 4uxiliary
b. Rotation

c. Phantom
0, Section

8. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

a. auxiliary projection. c. alined section.
b. phantom view. O. development view.

Work Unit 1.4. TYPES OF PRINTS

NAME THE THREE TYPES OF PRINTS.

Drawings are normally classified as original drawings, intermediate or reproducibles,
and prints. The original drawing is the one produced by the draftsmen. An intermediate OM
is a copy of the original which is used to make prints. An intermediate drawing is used to
avoid the risk of damaging the original or because the original is not suitable for the type
of reproduction process used to make prints. However, prints may also be made directly from
the original without using an intermediate drawing. A print is a working copy used on the job.

Many processes are used to make prints from originals or intermediates. They can be
classified as either negative or positive contact processes or optical processes. Contact
processes require a transparent or translucent original. Optical copies can be mode from
opaque originals. Contact processes are norially used in construction work. Optical copies
are usually more expensive and introduce more distortion.

Negative Contact Processes.

Blue rints. A blueprint is made by placing a tracing (transparent or translucent or-
iginal) n con act with a sensitized paper and exposing the paper through the tracing. When
the paper is developed, the unexposed portions where the light is blocked by lines on the or-
iginal remain white, while the exposed portions turn dark blue. This produces a print with
white lines on a blue background. Blueprints, in general, have better contrast than other
commonly used processes of comparable cost, but the wet developing process causes some distor-
tion, and marking the prints is difficult.

I
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OrmenPrints. The brcwnPrint process (often called Van Oyke) is similar to the hlue-
Print Process except that the paper is transParent and exposed areas turn brown when de-
veloped. This yields transParent lines on a brown background. Broonprints are frequently
used as intermediate copy which will produce a Print that has blue lines on a white background
and it is called a white Print.

Positive Contact Processes.

Ozalid prints. The ozalid process is a contact process like blueprinting but the un-
exposed areas of the sensitized paper turn blue when developed in ammonia vapor producing blue
lines on a white background. Ozalid Prints are also called blueline prints. Also available
is paper which yields black Hoes (called blackline Prints). The development in this process
is dry and causes less distortion than the blueprint Process, but the contrast usually is not
as good.

Note: There are machines available which Produce ozalid- process prints but which pro-
ject and reduce the image optically instead of by contact-Printing. Prints Pro-
duced by this process will usually be marked "Reduced Size Print-On Not Scale."

Oroonline prints. Brownline Prints have the same function in the ozalid Process as the
brownprihts have in the blueprint process. They P'oduce brown lines on a transparent
background and are often used as an intermediate for making blueline prints. Broonline
prints are often called sepia intermediates.

Special materials. There are materials available for use with the ozalid Process which
Produce a large variety of results, including many colored lines on white paper or colored
lines on a clear Plastic background.

Optical Processes.

Electrostatic. An electrostatic copier (Xerox machine for example) projects an image
of the original and then causes an electrostatic charge to be deposited where the im-
age of a line occurs. A black Powdered "ink" is then applied to the Pager and adheres where
the electrostatic charge occurs. The image is then fused to the Paper. This process produces
a dark gray image on a white background. The amount of distortion depends on the type and
quality of the optical system which Projects the image on the copy Paper.

Photostat. The Photostat process is a Photographic Process which uses a special camera
and fi67-Tfirlilm is opaque Pager instead of transparent film as in ordinary photography.
Since the negative is opaque and cannot be viewed from the back, the camera is designed to
Produce an erect image instead of a reversed image as with ordinary cameras. The Photostat
process produces white lines on a black background (negative Photostat) which can then be re-
photographed to Produce a black image on a white background (positive photostat). The image
can be enlarged. or reduced in the Photostat Process, usually to 1/2 or 2 times original size
in each stage.

Microfilm. For economy of storage space and for insurance against destruction of the
originalieil-yir,wings are photographically copied on microfilm. When a drifting is no longer
in frequent use, the original is often disposed of and only the microfilm copy is retained.
Equipment is available for viewing microfilm copies (similar to a slide viewer) and for making
Prints directly from microfilm copies. Since the image must go through the original optical
reduction, developing of the microfilm, enlargement, and the final print process, the chance
of producing a distorted copy is high.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

I. Which Process is used to make blueprints and brownPrints?

2. What process is used to make brown line and ozalid brints?

3. What Process is used to make electrostatic, Photostat, and microfilm Prints?
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4. What are the three processes used to make prints from originals or intermediates?

a.

b.

c.

Work Unit I-S. HANDLING PRINTS

DESCRIBE THE CORRECT WAY TO FOLD A PRINT.

A completed drawing represents too much time and effort to be treated casually. It is
a valuable record; hence it must be preserved with care. If an original drawing were to be
used on the job and passed from man to man, it would soon become worn and too dirty to be
read. For this reason, working drawings used on the job are almost always reproductions of
original drawings.

A little time spent in carefully folding and filing prints at the start will prevent a
lot of inconvenience later on. The method of folding.depends on the facilities available for
storage. Some filing equipment commonly used is shown in figure 1-24. When manufactured
filing equipment is not available in the field, storage facilities should be constructed.
Prints should be folded so the drawing number is visible when the print is filed. If storage
space Is available to accommodate rolls, prints over 40 inches long are usually rolled instead
of folded. Original drawings or intermediates used for contact process reproduction should
never be folded; the creases will prevent close contact with the copy paper.

When using prints on the job, avoid long exposure to direct sunlight or the prints will
fade. If it is necessary to mark a print, be neat and use a colored pencil. A red pencil is
normally used to show additions, and a yellow pencil is used to indicate deletions. After us-
ing a print, refold it carefully to avoid adding unnecessary creases.
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ROLLING STAND FILE

Fig 1-24. Print and drawing storage.

FLAT FILE

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1. Now are prints over 40 inches long stored or filed?

2. How are prints under 40 inches stored or filed?

3. When prints are filed, they should be folded so the

1-22
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Work Unit 1,6. PARTS OF A PRINT

NAME THE FOUR PARTS THAT MAY BE FOUND ON A PRINT.

A drawing not only provides information about the size and shape of the object being
represented but also provides information that enables the drawing to be identified, pro-
cessed, and filed methodically. The systematic arrangement of the drawing sheet to provide a
consistent location for this information is known as the format of a drawing. Sizes and for-
mats for military drawings are arranged in accordance with certain standards.

Military drawings are prepared in standard sizes, designated by letters. These sizes
are listed in table 1-I. Roll size drawings are normally prepared with an extra 4-inch margin
for protection, if possible, without exceeding the 144-inch length limit. Complete details on
military drawings may be found in MILSTD100A.

Table 1-1. Finished format sizes (inches)

sltk NEMOT LOON NAACO:

Plat Saes

A sh 0 .26 .38'

A 11 8111 .6 & .38°

,

e 0 17 J8

C 17 ta 40

A ta 34 AO

5 34 44 .50

P 211 40 .50

Roll Sites

G 11 42 to 144 .38

H is Sty 144 AO

J 34 48W144 Ad

K 40 4011144 .sio

Voinesetal mows lieb mussioussis 11.iselb

Title block. A typical title block as illustrated in figure 1.25, shows the name and
addresriniiRiparing (A), the title of the drawing (6), the drafting record (C),
authentication and date (0 $ the scale and specification number (E), and the drawing number
and sheet number for multip e -sheet drawings (F).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Each drawing is identified by a drawing number, which appears in a number block. It
may be shown in other Places also; for example, near the top border line, in the upper corner,
or on the reverse side at both ends so that it will be visible when a drawing is rolled up.
The purpose of numbering a drawing is to permit its identification quickly. If a drawing has
more than one sheet and each sheet has the same number, this information is included in the
number block indicating the sheet number and the number of sheets in the series. When using
cnnstruction dreoings, always check to be sure that all necessary sheets are on hand. Some
multiplesheet construction drawings have a "schedule of drawings near the title block which
lists the contents of each sheet.

The scale block will indicate the scale used on the drawing, either as a ratio (for
example: 1/4 or 1:4 meaning 1 inch on the drawing equals 4 inches on the object, or 12" 1"

meaning 12 inches on the drawing equals 1 inch on the object) or as a graphic scale as shorn
in figure 1.26. If the same scale is not used on all parts of a drawing, the scale block may
be narked "as noted" or left blank, and the scale noted underneath each Part of the drawing.
If graphic scales are used, several scales may be shown with numbers (fig 1.26) and the ap-
propriate scale number noted alongside each part of the drawing. When you read drawings, al-
ways follow the dimensions specified on the drawing first, and use the scale on the drawing
where dimensions are not given. Do not measure with an architect's or engineer's scale
directly on a print, since the print may be enlarged or reduced or the paper may shrink during
the copying process.

The specification number indicates the specification the draftsmen followed for assis-
tance in interpreting the drawing.

opanINI I 4,11I
WM OF Tit CNt a 1.0111111111011

WM* C$ Nunn CONSTINCIX Miaow WM.
ssematoss K

(Mem Or

TRAM lit

Oiled. Wt.

lueoIge.12P=Elair
arne40INDVEM
AMCNII0 POI

TITLETITLE 10,

SPEC Oa

0116004 WW1

Fig 1.25. Typical title block.

ftpt 90.1.
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SCALE NO.1 SCALE NO.2
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SCALE NO.3

0 C 0 rexrr e

SCALE NO.4 SCALE NOS

GRAPHIC SCALES

Fig 1.26. Graphic scales.

Bill of materials. A special block on the drawing may contain a list of the pieces of
stock oriiinlinWiroecessary to construct the object on the drawing, and the quantity of
each item required. This list may also be called a list of materials, schedule of equipment,
or parts list. If several sheets are required for a particular object, the bill Of materials
may appear on a separate sheet(s).

Revision block. Spine is always left on a drawing to list revisions as they are made.
The revision block will show the revision symbol, A, B, C, etc. consecutively as encountered,
a brief description of the revision, the revision date and supervisor's approval, and some-
times the zone on the drawing where the revision was made. If more than one copy of a drawing
is available, the revision block should be checked to find the drawing with the latest
revision.

Notes and s ecifications. Notations explaining construction methods or specifying
materia s w cw are n n .ca ed by symbols are called specifications. The notes may list
allowable substitutions, special provisions for certain locations, additional reference ma.
terial, and so forth. The notes must.always be read before beginning construction.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1. In which part of a drawing will you find the title of the drawing, the drafting re-
cord, and the scale used?

2. What part of the drawing will list pieces of stock or standard parts necessary in
the construction of an object?

3. Where will revisions be listed on a drawing?

4. Notations explaining construction methods or specifying materials which are not in.
dicated by symbols willbe.found in the

S. Name the four parts oat may be found in a print.

a.

b.

c.

d.

1 -25
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Work Unit 1-7. MILITARY DRAWINGS

NAME THE TWO CLASSIFICATIONS OF MILITARY DRAWINGS.

Military drawings are classified as construction or production drawings depending on
the method of manufacture of the object or assembly represented on the drawing or set of draw-
ings. The format of each type is arranged differently. although sheet and margin sizes are
common to both.

Construction drawings. Construction drawings are drawings developed to illustrate the
design of structures or other constructions and the services, utilities, approaches, or any
other features involved. Naps (except those with construction drawings), reports, sketches.
presentation drawings, or renderings are not considered to be construction drawings within the
meaning of this standard.

Production drawings. Production drawings describe equipment or articles that are suit-
able for production in quantity. The same basic information is normally included on a produc-
tion drawing format as on a construction drawing format although the arrangement is different.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.

1. Drawings developed to illustrate the design of structures or other constructions
are known as

2. Drawings that describe equipment or articles that are suitable for quantity produc-
tion are called

3. What are the two classifications of military drawings?

a.

b.

Work Unit 1-8. INTERPRETATION OF DRAWINGS

IDENTIFY THE SAME POINT CO LINE ON DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE SAME OBJECT.

The objects used for illustrations thus far have been simple, and interpretation of the
drawings nearly obvious. To interpret more complex or irregular drawings may require more
effort. The principles introduced here, along with the conventions peculiar to certain fields
which will be discussed in the following study units, will enable you to interpret any
properly prepared drawing. The orthographic projection principles are fundamental to all
fields, and a thorough understanding of these principles is necessary if you are to read any
type of physical prints.

The fundamental step In interpreting a drawing is relating the different views. If you

pick a point on a front view, the same point on the right side view will be directly to the
right of it. Similarly, the same point on the top view will be directly above the point on
the front view. These relationships are illustrated in 1 of figure 1-27, by the horizontal
and vertical datum lines between the views. The same relationship exists between the top and
right side views but is not obvious because they are not hinged together. if the outside
edges of both views are extended horizontally or vertically until they cross, as in 2 of
figure 1-27, and a line is drawn connecting these points of intersection, the relationship can
be seen. The line connecting the points of intersection will be at a 450 an le with the
horizontal. All other points in the views can be related by bending their project line at
this 450 line. If the same point appears on three views, the three occurrences will be
related as shown by point 1 in part 2 of figure 1-27. On complex drawings, it is often
helpful to draw this 450 line to be sure you are looking at the same point on all three
views when interpreting the drawing.
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Fig 1-21. Relationships in orthographic projection.

Figure 1-28 is a three view drawing of an object, along with an isometric outline of a
box with the same overall dimensions of the object. Trace the isometric outline and points on
a separate piece of paper and sketch in the details as you read the paragraph. This will help
you learn to visualize the object as you interpret a construction print. Looking at the right
hand side of the front view, and the corresponding parts of the top and side views, interpre-
tation of the part of the isometric diagram that has been completed should be apparent. Note
the point marked "a" on the top view. From the projection indicated it must be the some as
the point marked "a" on the right side view. Projecting these two points to the front view,
you will see that the point marked "a" on all three views is the same point and it is located
at "a" on the isometric diagram. Next, look at the line "a h" on the front view. Point "h"

on the front view may correspond to point "g" or point "f" on the top view, but there is no
line from "a° to "fp on the top view. Line Na, h" therefore, must correspond to line "a ,"

and transferring points to the right side view to line "a e." On the isometric view, this
corresponds to theline from "a" to "n," which can now be drawn on the isometric view. Line
"a b" on the front view must correspond to line "a c" on the top view, and to line "a d* on
the right side view. This translates as a line from "a" to *q" on the isometric view. At
this stage, it is evident that line "e 1" (right side view) is the same as line "h j" (front
view), and a line has been drawn from "p" to "n" on the isometric view. Similarly, line "f c*
(top) is the same as line "h b" (front), and a line has been drawn from "m" to NI" on the
isometric view. Line "c g" (top) may correspond to either "h b" or "j a" (front), but not to
"h a," which has already been established. If "c g" corresponds to "j a", it would also have
to correspond to "1 a" in the right side view, because point "a" has been established and "c
g" does not project to "1 a" in the right side view. Therefore, "c g" corresponds to "h b" in
the front view and to "e d" in the right side view. Line "c g" must correspond to a line from
"n" to "g" on the isometric view. All that remains is to complete the isometric view with the
only possible lines which do not contradict one or more of the three views; lines from lip" to
"a", from "a" to ",r", and from "r" to "q" produce an isometric which should look like figure
1-29.
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Fig 1-26, Exercise in Interpretation.

Fig 1-29, Completed exercise,

1-26
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions about the illustration below. Check your responses
against those listed at the end of this study unit.

1. Which surface on the isometric drawing is represented by surface I. on the front
view?

2. Which surface on the isometric drawing is represented by surface P on the front
view?

3. Which line on the isometric view is represented by line Q on the right side view?

4. Which line on the top view represents line F on the isometric view?

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units you have been introduced to the principles and methods used
in the interpretation of construction prints. You can now identify line conventions, projec-
tions, and special views. You can name the three types of prints used and the four parts that
make them up. When asked, you can describe the correct way to fold a print so that the thaw-
ing number is visible. You can also name the two classifications of military drawings.
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Roomers to Study Unit #1 Exercisos

Work Unit 1-1.

1. d. Phantom
2. a. Break
3. b. Visible
4. c. Hidden
5. a. Dimension

Work Unit 1-2.

1. a. three
2. b. orthographic Projection.
3. c. 300
4. d. isometric drawing
5. d. any scale
6. a. oblique drawing.

Work Unit 1-3.

t. d. auxiliary view.
2. d. auxiliary view.
3. a. rotation view.
4. d. rotation view.
6. d. Section
6. a. section view.
7. c. Phantom
B. b. Phantom view

Work Unit 14.

1. Negative contact
2. Positive contact
3. Optical

4. a. Negative contact
b. Positive contact
c. Optical

Work Unit 14.

1. Usually rolled
2. Folded
3. drawing number is visible

Work Unit 14.

1. Title block

2. Bill of materials
3. Revisions block
4. notes and specifications.
5. a. Title block

b. Bill of materials
c. Revision block
d. Notes and specifications

Work Unit 1-7.

1. construction drawings.
2. production drawings.
3. a. Construction

b. Production

Work Unit 14.

1. B
2. D
3. F

4. J
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STUDY UNIT 2

PLANS AND DRAWINGS

STUOY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO IDENTIFY SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS THAT ARE USED IN PLOT, FOUNDATION,
FLOOR, AND ELEVATION PLANS AND DRAWINGS. YOU WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO READ PLOT PLANS,
FLOOR PLANS, AND ELEVATION DRAWINGS.

Working drawings plus specifications are the principal sources of information for
supervisors and technicians responsible for the actual work of contruccion. The construction
working drawing presents a complete graphic description of the structure to be erected, the
construction site, the materials to be used, and the construction method to be followed. Most
construction drawings consist of orthographic views. A set of working drawings includes both
general and detail drawings. General drawings consist of plans and elevations, while detail
drawings comprise sections and detail views.

Section I. PLOT PLAN

The plot plan will normally be shown on the first sheet of a set of construction prints. The

plot plan shows, as necessary, the property lines and locations, contours and profiles, exist-
ing and new utilities, sewer and waterlines, building lines, location of structures to be con-
structed, existing structures, approaches, finished grades, and other pertinent data.

Work Unit 2 -I. CONTOUR LINES

IDENTIFY, USING A PLOT PLAN, THE FINISH GRADE AT ANY POINT.

When used with a plot plan, elevation is the height of any point on the lot measured
from a ground point. Do not confuse the term elevation on a plot plan with an elevation
drawing. An elevation drawing mesns the side view of a building or structure. Elevations are
normally given for the more prominent points on the plot plan. For example, sidewalks, drive-
ways, or finished levels of a building. Elevation is usually measured in feet and decimal
feet rather than in feet and inches. Most elevations are measured from a reference point used
in that area. The most cow reference points used are: Mean sea level, mean lake level, or
a datum point which has been established by the local town, city, county or state.

Contour lines are lines drawn on a plot plan to indicate the elevation of the earth's
surface. Al) points on a contour have the same elevation. They may be one, two, five, or ten

feet apart. Each contour line has an assigned value (elevation) and lies at a definite inter-
val above and below other contour lines. Contour lines are the most accurate method of show -
ing elevations on a plot plan. To better illustrate this, the figure 2-1 represents an
imaginary hill in the middle of the ocean, the shore line would be the base or zero contour,
because it is at sea level (0' elevation),

VelPIPSIMIIPPqw

WON

1g 2.1. Side view of canoe lines.

If the sea should rise 10 feet, it would leave a high-water mark like the 10-foot contour

line. Similarly, the successive rises above zero elevation (sea level) would leave high-water
marks or rings around the hill, like contour lines. Figure 2-2 gives an oblique view of the
same hill. When viewed from directly above, the hill and the contour lines would appear as in
figure 2-3. This is the viewpoint of a map or plot plan taken from directly above. When the
picture of the hill is removed (fig 2.4), the hill is represented by contours alone.



Fig 2-2. Oblique view of contour lines.

r
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y

Fig 2-3. Top view of contour lines.

Fig 2-4. Hill shown on a map by contours.

2-2
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Contour lines on a map are continuous and they always join together. A plot plan
shows only a small part of an area; therefore the lines do not always join.

Figure 2-5, illustrates the relationship of contour lines. The csltour interval in
figure 2-5 is 50 feet; however, on plot plans the interval will normally be one foot. The
smaller the contour interval, the more detailed the view on the plan. As the slope of the
hill becomes steeper, the lines run closer together. The farther apart the lines are, the
gentler the slope.

"" .:(*.k.g.4.'!

1 . .C7; "I

Fig 2-5. Now contour lines help to analyze terrain.

Spot elevation. Points on a plot plan where the elevation is indicated by numbers is
known as spot elevation. it is printed on or adjacent to an important feature. On a plot
plan, this elevation number will be marked by a cross (+112, +12d, etc).

Grade. The contour lines on a plot plan help the builder to visualise the slope of a
lot. warmly lot is not suited for building, the slope must be changed by moving earth from
the high points to the low areas. When 'au do this, you change the natural grade (NG) to a
finished grade (FG). The natural grade is usually shown by a dash line, and the finished
grade normally will be shown by a solid line. Usually, the natural grade and the finished
grade contour lines will appear on a plot plan if the grade has been altered.



EXERCISE: Answer the following items about the illustration below and check your answers
against those at the end of the study unit.
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1. The finished grade at the northwest corner of the house is

2. The finished grade at the southwest corner of the property is

3. What is the finished grade at the north end of the driveway?

feet.

feet.

Work Unit 2-2. LOCATING FACILITIES

IDENTIFY, FROM A PLOT PLAN AND OBJECT OR FACILITY.

As stated at the beginniig of this section, the plot plan will show, as needed, the
property lines and locations, new and existing utilities, sewer and water lines, and building
lines. Figure 2-6 shows a typical plot plan without the contour lines or spot elevations.
The plan is oriented by a north pointing arrow to indicate site north (not magnetic north).

2-4
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Fig.2-6. Typical plot plan.

Property lines. Property lines or lot lines are normally shown b,' long lines separ-
ated by dashes or dots. The draftsman usually will indicate in the legend if something other
than these marks are used. On some plot plans the corners will be given in degrees because
some lots will have three, five, six, or more sides. Property lines and corners must be
accurate so that the buildings can by correctly located within the site.

Location of building! and facilities. Buildings or other facilities are located in
relation to the property Wits or to some other prominent feature such as a road. The dis-
tances between principal details and the property lines are furnished. All distances
indicated in a plan view of the site express a horizontal measurement between two points and
do not take into consideration terrain irregularities. The size of the proposed facility or
building as well as the distance of the object from the property line is shown. In figure
2.6 one corner of the house is located 44 feet from the walk and the other corner is located
24 feet from the walk. The curb is 25 feet from the center line of the street, and there are
8 feet from the curb to the house side of the walk. You may need several dimensions to locate
a building if the building is set at an odd angle to the property.

Sidewalks and roadwais. Both existing and new approaches to the facilities will be

shown on the plot plan. The position and sizes of the approach will normally be given. The
existing roads and highways usually will be located by their centerlines. In figure 2-6 the
walkway is 24 feet from the front of the building on the plan.

Location of existing and new utilities. The plot plan will show the location and the
types ofnexisting and new facilities. The symbols for utilities normally are dash-lines and a
"V' for water, dash-line and "6" for gas, dash-line and "S" for sewer, and dash-line and "E"
for electricity. However, not all architects use the same symbolwtherefore, the architect
will usually include these symbols in the legend. Figure 2-6 shows different utility Pvmbols
than those previously stated, However, the symbols used are the same as those shown in the
legend; dash-line 1 for water, dash-line 11 for sewer, and dashed line 111 for gas. If there
is any doubt about where the utilities are to be placed, the architect should be consulted.

2.5
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EXERCISE: Answer the following items about the illustration below. Check your answers with
those at the back of the study unit,

.11,
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1. What is the distance between the garage and the west property line?

2. The patio is located how many feet from the north property line?

3. What is the distance between the house and the center line of Vernon Place?

4. What is the length of the north property line?

S. What is the width of the concrete walk leading to the house?

6. The street walk is located how many feet from the garage?

Section II. FOUNDATION PLAN

A foundation plan is a plan view of a structure projected on a horizontal plane which
is achieved by looking down (in imagination, of course) from the top of the structure to be
built to the foundations. The foundation plan will show the plan view. A foundation plan
will normally give all the information needed to build the foundation of the structure.
Foundations vary according to their intended use and the type of material to be used . The
material may be cut stone, rock, brick, concrete, tile or wood, depending upon the weight
which the foundation is expected to support. Foundations may be classified as wall or column
(pier) foundations.

2.6
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Work Unit 2.3. COLUMN FOUNDATIONS

IDENTIFY, FROM A FOUNDATION PLAN, A COLUMN FOUNDATION.

Footin s. The footings are the base of the foundation and transmit the superimposed
load to the soil. The type and size of footings should be suitable to the soil condition. In

cold climates the footings should be implanted far enough below ground level to be protected
from frost action. Local codes usually establish this depth, which usually is four feet or
more in northern sections of the United States.

Poured concrete footings are more dependable than those of other materials and are re-
commended whet used in house foundations. Where fill has been used, the foundation should ex-
tend below the fill into the undisturbed earth. In areas where adobe soil is prevalent or
where soil moisture may cause shrinkage, the irregular settlement of the foundation and of the
building it supports may occur.

Column footings. Footings for the columns (fig 2-7) should be square and should
include a pedestal on which the member will bear. A protruding steel pin is ordinarily net in
the pedestal to anchor a wood post. Dolts for the bottom plate of steel posts are usually set
when the pedestal is poured. At other times, steel posts are set directly on the footing and
the concrete floor is poured around them.

Footings vary in size depending on the allowable soil pressure and the spacing of the
columns. Common sizes are 24 by 24 by 12 inches, and 30 by 30 by 12 inches. The pedestal is
sometimes poured after the footing. The minimum height should be about 3 inches above the
finished basement floor and 12 inches above finish grade in crawl-space areas.

PCOESTAL -

I PIN

V0000 POST ORV Weft POST
ANOSIONSO MTN BOLTS

04.000 LINE

FOOTING

Fig 2-7. Column footing.

Column foundations. Column, post, or pier foundations save time and labor. They may
be constructed ormasonry, steel, or wood. The columns are spaced according to the weight to
be carried. In most cases, the spacing is from 6 to 10 feet. Figure 2-8 shows some of the
different types of columns with different types of footing. Wood columns are used in most
cases since they are installed with the least time and labor. When wood columns are 3 feet or
more above the ground. braces are necessary (fig 2-0).

2-7
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Fig 2-6. Types of columns.
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Fig 2.9. Braced columns.

Footings are located by distances between centerlines and dictates from reference to
property lines. Figure 2-10 shows a typical column foundation plan when footings are used;
the conditions for 20- and 60.foot spans are shown. You can see that the spacing of the
footings along the 120-foot spans is the same for both conditions. The footing details noted

in A2 and 92 on figure 2.10, are shown in figure 2.11. Note that the footing details indicate

the size of the various members. in some cases, the lengths are given, while in others the

bill of materials accompanying the print specifies the required lengths of the various
members. Detail A2 shows the type of footing used for the 60-foot span and detail 92 the type
of footing used for the 20-foot span. You can see that the heavier footing construction
includes diagonal bracing (detail A2, side elevation), whereas the footing shown in detail 92
uses scabs only. Note that the height of the footing is marked "varies*, which means that the
height depends upon the ground elevation.
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Fig 2.11. Footing details.

EXERCISC: Answer the following items and check your answers with those listed at the end of
the study unit.

1. Column foundations will save both time and

2. Which type of material is generally used to save time and labor when installing a
column foundation?

3, The illustration below is a- foundation plan.
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IDENTIFY, FROM A FOUNDATION PLAN, A WALL FOUNDATION.

Wall footings. Well designed wall footings are important in preventing settling or
cracks in the wall. One method for determining the size, which is often used with most normal
soils, is based on the proposed wall thickness. The footing thickness or depth should be
equal to the wall thickness (fig 2.12). Footings should project beyond each side of the wall
one -half of the size of the wall thickness. This is a general rule, of course, as the footing
bearing area should be designed in relation to the load capacity of the soil. Local

regulations often relate to these needs. This also applies to column and fireplace footings.

If the soil is of low load-bearing capacity, wider reinforced footings may be required.

A few rules that apply to footing design and construction are:

a. Footings must be at least 6 inches thick; 8 inches or more are
preferable.

b. If footing excavation is too deep, fill it with concrete never replace fill.

c. Use form boards for footings where soil conditions prevent sharply cut
trenches.

d. Place footings below frostline.

e. Reinforce footings with steel rods where they cross pipe trenches.

f. Use key slot for better resistance to water entry at wall location.

g. In freezing weather, cover with straw or heat the area.

A

es 4" KEY FOR
POURED WALLS

WALL THICKNESS

WALL THICKNESS AND
Not koOPC THAN
Ifroorms DEPTH

WIDTH EQUALS
a WALL THICKNESS

.""" DEPTH EQUALS
****s.,k WALL THICKNESS

Fig 2-12. Typical concrete wall footing.

Wall foundations. Wall foundations are solidly built all through their length when
they areWITOPFTWIVY loads or when the earth where they are built has low supporting
strength. These walls may be made of concrete, rock, brick, or cut stone, with a footing at
the bottom (fig 2-13). Because of the time, labor, and material required to build this type
of foundation, it will be used In the theater of operation only when other types cannot be
used.

2.10
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Fig 2-13. Types of wall foundations.

Readlniuthe foundation plan. The various plan views of the foundation will furnish a
lot of inTormemion that is needed in the construction of a building. In the plan views of a
foundation, tne footing width is designated by dash-lines and the wall width by an unbroken
line. Figure 2.14 shows that the main foundation will be an 8-inch concrete block wall
measuring 28 feet lengthwise and 22 feet crosswise. The lower portion of each lengthwise
section wall will be 12 inches thick to provide a concrete ledge 4 inches wide for the support
of the first floor Joist ends.

A girder running through the center of the building will be supported at either end by
two 4-inch x 12-inch concrete "pilasters" which will butt against the end foundation walls.
Intermediate support for the girder will be provided by two 12-inch x 12 -inch concrete "piers"
(column), each supported on 18-inch x 18-inch spread footings, 10 inches deep. The dash-lines
around the foundation walls indicate that these walls also rest on spread footings; those for
the side walls will be 20 inches wide, those for the end walls 16 inches wide.
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Fig 244. Typical wall foundation plan.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following items and check your answers with those listed at the end of
the study unit.

I. Wall foundation footing thickness should be equal to the

2. Which type of foundation should not be used 4n the theater of operations?

3. Which type of foundation plan is shown In the illustration below?
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Section III, FLOOR PLANS

A floor plan is a cross-sectional view of a building. The horizontal cut crosses all
oPeninys regardless of their height from the floor. The development of a floor plan is shown
in figure 2-15. Note that a floor plan shows the outside shape of the building; tne arrange-
ment, size, and shape of the rooms; the type of materials; and the length, thickness, and
character of the building wal's ata part!ewlar floor. A floor plan also includes the type,
width, and location of the doors and windows; the types and locations of utility installa-
tions; and the location of stairways.
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF A PREVIOUS PERSPEC1IVI VIEW Al OEVELOPEO FLOOR PLAN
TYPICAL T.O. BUILOING CUTTING PLANE WXYZ WXYZ

SNOWING CUTTING TOP REMOVED
PLANE WXYZ

PLAN DEVELOPMENT TYPICAL T.O. (WILDING

Fig 245. Floor plan development.

Work Unit 2 -5. FLOOR PLAN SYMBOLS

IDENTIFY, FROM ILLUSTRATIONS, ANY FIVE FLOOR PLAN SYMBOLS.

Floor plan symbol:. Architectural symbols on the construction plans are used to
indicate the type and location of doors, windows, and many other features. The symbols shown
in this work unit are used to represent the different materials, doors, windows, and building
parts that will normally be found on floor plans. To read the v.eious floor plans, the
builder must be able to recognize the different symbols and he must also know how several
types of miteria.I. can be used in the same wall.

The architects usually do their best to follow all the accepted standards in repre-
senting materials, equipment, and parts of buildings. There may be occasions when more than'
one symbol could be used. If this happens, the architect will note the symbol and what it
represents in a legend on the plan. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) works
with other trade groups and associations to try to standardize the procedures and symbols used
in the construction field.

Material symbols. Material symbols show the type of material used in the structure.
Figure 2-16 illustrates the ones which are used for the more common types of materials found
on a floor plan. The symbol selected will normally represent the material in some way
whenever possible: however, it is not always possible to use a canon characteristic of the
material for symbol. The bu'Ider should know all the symbols of the materials to be able to
read a construction print. and should always check its meaning if he has any doubt. Figure
2-17 illustrates the symbols of materials that are most often used in combinations.
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Fig 2-16. Typical material symbols.
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Fig 2-17. Material symbols used in combination.

Windows nd doors. Windows and doors are represented by symbols on a floor plan and
often the sym o Is accompanied by either a number or a letter which refers to a particular
window or door on the appropriate' schedule. The schedule consequently will give various
information such as the $120, material, and the type of door or window.
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Figure 2-19 shows both the plan view and the elevation view for five of the most
typical windows set in a wood frame wall. The elevation view is included to show the rela-
tionship between the to) views, The dash-lines on the awning and casement windows point to
the side when the winow is hinged, As an example the casement window is hinged at the sides
and swings out from the middle,

MN

SLSVATION

VIBW8

PLAN

MIN
JALOUSIZ HORIZONTAL

meow SWING WINDOW

KiNTS
TO HINGED

SIDI

AWNING DOUSIS HUNG OUT SWINGING
WINDOW WINDOW CASIMINT WINDOW

Fig 2-19, Typical window symbols.

On floor plans, a door is normally shown as a line. It can slide into the wall or it
can swing out from the wall, To show the direction of the swing for a hinged door, the archi-
tect will draw an arch showing the sweep of the outer edge of the door. Plan views of the
most typical doors used are shown in figure 2-19.
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Fig 2-19. Typical door symbols.

Stairs. Stair symbols (fig 2-20) are drawn as if you were looking down vertically on
a flightWilairs. The stringers are represented by two parallel lines spaced proportionally
to the stairway width. The treads are formed by parallel lines drawn at right angles to the
stringer lines, the number of spaces representing the number of treads. An arrow is located
midway between the stringers and is labelled UP or ON to show the direction of the stairs from
the floor shown in the plan. The UP and ON will be preceded by a number giving the amount of
risers in the run. For example, 170N followed by an arrow means that there are 17 risers in
the run of stairs proceeding from the floor shown on the plan to the floor below in the
direction indicated by the arrow.

PLAN

Fig 2-20. Plan view of stairs
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Miscellaneous. Specialized symbols used to show heating, air conditioning, plumbing,
and electricity will be covered in study unit 4.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions about the illustrations and then compare your
answers with the answers at the end of the study unit.

1. The symbol illustrated below is the symbol representing

2. The symbol below represents what type of material?

3. What type of window is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

==
4. What type of door is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

5.,,The illustration below is the symbol for a

2-19
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6. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

Work Unit 2-6. FLOOR PLAN ABBREVIATIONS

MATCH, FROM A LIST OF TERMS, ANY THREE FLOOR PLAN ABBREVIATIONS.

Floor plan abbreviations. The architect works on such a small scale that he does not

have the space to letter all the information; therefore, he uses abbreviations whenever he
can. Because the person reading the construction print may be new and inexperienced, there is
the danger that he may not be able to understand the abbreviations. Mast architects will use
an accepted form of abbreviations, but if there is any doubt he will spell out the words com-

pletely. Sometimes an abbrevation may have more than one meaning. The abbreviation "FL" can

stand for "floor' or "flush"; therefore, the builder must be very careful and make sure to un-
derstand the abbreviation fully. If there is any doubt, he should check with the architect

for the correct meaning.

Table 2 -I. contains most of the accepted abbreviations found on a floor plan.
Specialized abbreviations used in conjunction with heating, air conditioning, plumbing, and
electricity will be discussed in study unit 4.

Table 2-1. Floor plan abbreviations

TERM ABBREVIATIONS TERM ABBREVIATIONS

Acoustic ACST Cellar CEL

Acoustical Tile AT Cement CEM

Aggregate AGOR Cement Floor CEM FL

Aluminum AL Cement Mortar CEM MORT

Anchor Bolt AB Center CTR

Apartment APT Center to Center C to C

Approximate APPROX Center Line t or CL
Architectural ARCH Ceramic CER

Area A Channel CHAN

Asbestos AS8 Cinder Block CIN BL

Asphalt ASP,' Clear Glass CL GL

Asphalt Tile AT Closet C, CL or CLO

Basement BSMT Column COL

Bathroom 8 Concrete CONC

Oath Tub BT Concrete Block CONC B

Beam OM Concrete Floor CONC FL

Bedroom OR Construction CONST

Blueprint BP Contract CONT

Book Shelves OK SH Copper COP

Brass ORS Counter CTR

Brick BRK Cubic Feet CU FT

Bronze BRZ Cut Out CO

Broom Closet BC Detail DET

Building BLDG Diagram DIAG

Building Line BL Dimension DIM

Cabinet CAB. Dining Room OR

Calking CLKG Dishwasher OW

Cast Iron CI Double-Acting DA
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TERM ABBREVIATIONS TERM ABBREVIATIONS

Table 2-1. Floor plan abbreviations (cont'd)

Cast Stone CS Double Strength Glass DSG
Down ON Partition PTN
Downspout DS Plaster PL or PLAS
Drawing DW6 Plate PL
Dryer 0 Platform PLAT
End to End E to E Porch P

Excavate EXC Precast PRCST
Expansion Joint EXP JT Prefabricated PREFAB
Exterior EXT Quarry Tile Floor QTF
Finish FIN. Random RDM
Finished Floor FIN. FL Range R
Firebrick FBRK Recessed REC
Fireplace FP Refrigerator REF
Fireproof FPRF Reinforce or Reinforcing REINF
Flashing FL Revision REV
Floor FL Riser R
Flooring FLG Roof RF
Flush FL Room RN or R
Footing FT6 Rough ROW
Foundation FRO Rough Opening RGH OPNG
Frame FR Rubber Tile R TILE
Full Size FS Scale SC
Furring FUR Schedule SCH
Galvanized Iron GI Screen SCR
Garage GAR Scuttle S
Gas G Section SECT
Glass GL Select SEL
Glass Block GL BL Service SERV
Gypsum GYP Sewer SEW. 1.1.

Hardware HOW Sheathing SHTHG
Hot Water Heater HUH Sheet, SH
I Beam I Shelf and Rod SH I RD
Inside Diameter ID Shelving SHELV
Insulation INS Shower SH
Interior INT Sink SK or S
Iron I Specification SPEC
Jamb JB Square Feet SQ FT
Kitchen K Stained STN
Landing LOG Stairs St

Laundry LAU Stairway STWY
Lavatory LAV Standard STD
Leader L Steel STL
Length L, L6 or LGTH Storage STG
Library LIB Switch SW or S
Limestone LS Telephone TEL
Linen Closet L CL Terra Cotta TC
Lining IN Terrazzo TER
Linoleum LINO Thermostat THERMO
Living Room LR Threshold TH
Louver LV Toilet T
Main MN Tongue and Groove T I G
Marble MR Tread TR or T
Material MATL Typical TYP
Maximum MAX Unfinished UNF
Medicine Cabinet MC Unexcavated UNEXC
Minimum MIN Utility Roca URM
Miscellaneous MISC Vinyl Tile V TILE
Mixture MIX Washing Machine WM
Modular MOD Water W

Mortar MOR Water Closet WC
Moulding MUM Water Heater h%
Nosing NOS Waterproof WP
Obscure Glass OBSC GL Weather Stripping WS
On Center OC Wide Flange WF
Opening OPNG Wood WO
Outlet OUT Wood Frame kf
Overhead OVHD
Pantry PAN.
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EXERICSE: Column I below lists floor plan abbreviations. Column 2 lists floor plan terms.
In the numbered blanks to the left of the abbreviations, write in the matching term

for the abbreviation. Compare your answers with the answers at the end of the
study unit.

Column I Column 2

ABBREVIATIONS TERMS

I. ,APT Water Closet
Shelving

2. ,BT Construction
Overhead

3. ,CONC Firebrick
Approximate

4. ,FBRK Threshold
Bath Tub

5. ,OC Platform
Sheathing

6. Rough
Thermostat

7. Basement
Concrete

S. ,SIITHG Water Co0nter

Roof

9. Plate
Apartment

ID. ,WC On Center

Work Unit 2-7, READING FLOOR PLANS

IDENTIFY THE SIZE, SHAPE, AND RELATIONSHIP OF ANY ROOM Oh A FLOOR PLAN.

IDENTIFY ANY AUXILIARY SPACE ON A FLOOR PLAN.

IDENTIFY, FROM A FLOOR PLAN, THE NUMBER OF STORIES IN A BUILDING.

Reading floor plans. The first thing a builder will normally do with a set of prints
is to become familiar with the layout of the building. This can be accomplished by studying
the floor plan(s) of the building. Since the floor plan(s) can contain a maze of information,
he will usually concentrate on the overall size, shape, and relation of rooms; as well as the
use of any auxiliary space such as hallways, closets, and stairways. Many times a print will
contain so much information that it may become necessary to block out most of the trade infor-
mation. This will allow the builder to see the size, shape, and relationship of the rooms and

any auxiliary spaces. You should try to visualize the building as you enter the front door.
From this point you can visually travel from room to room and determine the location of all
windows, doors, closets, cabinets and stairways.

Basic rules in reading floor plans. The following are some basic rules that can be
applied to reading floor plans:

I. Floor plans are drawn to exact scale; therefore, all rooms and stairways will be
drawn so that they are in the right relationship to each other.

2. Floor plans are drawn to the same scale as the one for elevation drawings and they
will be exactly related to each other. Doors and windows shown on the floor plan will be the

same in site and location as those on the elevation view.
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3. If a building has more than one floor plan (two or more floors), then these floor
plans will he related to one another. Partitions on the lower floor will support the floor
load directly above. Stairways will start on one floor level and end on the floor above in
the correct place. If a stairway is noted on one floor plan, then another floor plan for the
other level must be available. The stairway will only be partially shown on either the first
or second floor plans. If the first floor plan should show a set of stairs descending, then
there must be a basement in the building.

4. The building on a floor plan will normally be shown with the front view toward the
bottom of the print.

Read the floor plan shown in figure 2-21 and note the features of the recreation
building. Although the location of the utilities is given, you can disregard the details on
utilities in this work unit. Basically, the lines with small circles show wiring for
electrical outlets, while other appropriate symbols designate the plumbing fixtures. Complete
information on reading the utility data and interpretation of the associated symbols are given
in study unit 4.

Fig 2-21. Typical floor plan.
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By examining the floor plan, you can see that the interior of the building will

consist of an auditorium, a lobby with a P.X. counter, a men's toilet, a women's toilet, a

projection roan (fig 2.22) on a second level above the lobby, two dressing rooms and a stage.

The stage may not be apparent, but, by noting the steps adjacent to each dressing room you can

see that there is a change in elevation. The plan gives the dimensions of the areas

specified. Note that all building entrances and /or exit doors are of the same type (10) and

that all windows are the double-hung type. All interior single doors (20) are the same and

two double doors (30) open into the lobby from the auditorium. The projection room is reac'ed

via a 1S.riser stairway located in a 12 by 18 foot room. Access to this room is made from the

auditorium through a single door opening into the room. At the top of the stairway a single

door opens into the projection room. The wall of the projection room that faces the stage

(inside wall) has three openings. Note that no windows are designated for the sides of the

building where the projection room is located, but are indicated at the first floor level.

PROACTiON ROOM

Fig 2-22. Second floor plan.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with the answers at the end
of the study unit,

NOTE: Questions 1 through 8 refer to the floor plan illustrated below.

Lame SOT TO CAN
Prolhog IOU Men rely,*

p.
miff 'woe PLAN

H

"vowoo

1. How many doors permit entry or exit to the house?

2, How many bedrooms are there in the house?

3. What is the finished 11120 of bedroom f3?

2-25
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4. What is the total number of closets in the house?

S. What are the finished dimensions of the living room?

6. How many risers are there in the stairs going up to the second floor lever'

7. As yo6 outer the kitchen from the living room, on what side of the room is the sink
located?

8. What auxiliary space can be found next to the right side of the refrigerator?

9. How many stories are in the house as shown by the floor plan(s) below?

'ORO, FLOOR R COMO PLOOR

10. What may you safely assume when you see a set of stairs running down on a first
floor plan?



Section IV. ELEVATION 01AWINGS

Elevation drawings are the exterior views of a structure and they may be taken from
the front, rear, right or left side. Being projections on a vertical plane, they show a
picture-like view of the structure as it actually is and not as it would appear to the eye.
The basic function of the elevation drawing is to show the design of the building, what
materials are to be used, and where the doors and windows are to be located.

Work Unit 2-0. ELEVATION SYMBOLS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY FIVE ELEVATION SYMBOLS.

Elevation drawing symbols. Elevation drawings have also a wide variety of symbols
that will represent the different types of materials, doors, windows, and other features of a
structure.

The symbols used by the architect on the elevation drawing will normally be of a
standard accepted type used in the trade. Most of the symbols used are standardized; however,
occattenally the architect will use a non-standard symbol. When a non-standard symbol is
used, the architect will note what that symbol represents.

Material symbols. Material symbols used on elevation drawings are similar to the
material symbois four-, on floor plans. The symbol will represent the material in some way

when possible. If there is any question about what a symbol represents, then the architect
should be contactor to explain its meaning. Figure 2-23 shows some of the more common
material rmbols used on elevation drawings. You should note that some materials may have
more than one symbol and some symbols look very much alike. This can and does cause a lot of
confusiot if the builder is not careful. Make sure that the drawing is checked for any notes
ilonht waverial symbols that the architect may have included.

IM MI IN= MI
B I= IMM
NI 11
a illosaa

BRICK BRICK

WOOD S' DING

(HORIZO1TAL)

A....{n11111111011AmmmT
RUBBLE
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WOOD PANEL

IN
II MEMO Ili II
111111111

CUT STONE

0

10,

a0

0

AI* :
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CONCRETE

STUCCO

WOOD SIDING
(VERTICAL)

ASPHALT SHINGLES

NARIILE

TERRA COTTA WIRE MESH

:

1.

9

_ o

PLASTER

GLASS

METAL

IMAMUM NERO
BM MN

CERAMIC TILE

Fig 2-23. Material symbols.

Window and doors. Elevation drawings will show window and door symbols as they appear
in the wail fn A-4)1r exact location. A door or window schedule number or letter may appear by
the symbol to show that addititaal information can be found on the appropriate schedule.
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Figure 2-24 shows some of the most common types of windows found on an elevation draw-
ing. The plan view of the window is included to show the relationship between the two views.
Note that the dashed lines on the casement and awning windows point to the side where it is
hinged.

DOVAIRUNO

BOMB,
01131010011T

min AND
MIND

=4, c"Tri

RIORT BAIR
OVBR WV?

LIMB BAN
OVBR MOST

1E

mir

Fig 2-24. Typical window symbol on elevation drawing.

Figure 2-25 Mustrates some of the most common types of door symbols that will be
found on elevation drawings. Doors in the traditional pattern are usually the panel type (fig
2-25, A). They consist of stiles (solid vertical members), rails (solid cross members), and
filler panels lo a number of designs. Glass upper panels are combined with raised wood or
plywood lower panels. Flash doors (fig 2-25. 9) consist of thin plywood faces over a frame-
work of wood with a woodblock or particle board core. Wood combination doors (storm and
smven) will occasionally be shown on elevation views (fig 2-25, C). Panels which include
screen and storm inserts are normally located in the upper portion of the door.
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A

C

Boa

0

Fig 2-25. Typical door symbols: A, panel; B, flush;
C. combination.

Miscellaneous, there are many things that can be shown on an elevation drawing to
help a billGil470r certain items. Utility outlets and fixtures can be shown to locate
their positions in the building: however. the utility symbols will not be discussed in this
work unit. Many items such as gutters, downspouts. metal flashing. chimneys, or any other
distinguishable feature will be shown on the elevation view. these items are drawn to re-
semble themselves. and therefore, need no symbols.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with the answers given at
the end of the study unit.

1. The symbol illustrated below is the symbol for a

2. What material is illustrated by the symbol below?

3. What material is illustrated by the symbol below?

15M
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4. The symbol below represents what material?

S. The illustration below is the symbol for a

6. What type of window is illustrated by the symbol below?

1. The illustration below is the symbol for a

8. The illustration below is the symbol for a

Work Unit 2-9. kLEVATIUN ABBREVIATIONS

MATCH, FROM A LIST OF TERMS, ANY THREE ELEVATION ABBREVIATIONS.

Elevation drawing abbreviations. Elevation drawings will also show standard abbrevia-
tions . As noted in work unit 2-6, which contains floor plan abbreviations, elevation drawing
abbreviations are used when the architect does not have enough space to letter all of the in-
formation. If you have any doubt about an abbreviation, you should check with the architect.

Table 2-2 contains most of the accepted abbreviations used in an elevation drawing.
Many of the abbreviations are the same as those used on a floor plan. Utility drawing abbrev-
iations will be covered in study unit 4.
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Table 2.2. Abbreviations used on elevation views.

TERN ABBREVIATIONS TERM ABBREVIATIONS

Aluminum AL Downspout DS

Asbestos ASB Drawing DWG

Asphalt ASPH Drip Cap DC

Basement BSMT Each EA

Bevel BEV East E

Brick BIRK Elevation El

Building BLDG Entrance ENT

Cast Iron CI Excavate EXC

Ceiling CLG Exterior EXT

Cement GEM Finish FIN.

Center CTR Flashing FL

Center Line or CR Floor FL

Clear CLR Foot or Feet or FT

Column COL Foundation FND

Concrete CONC Full Size FS

Concrete Block CONC B Galvanized GALV

Copper COP Galvanized Iron 61

Corner CUR Gauge GA

Detail DET Glass GL

Diameter DIA or o Glass Block GL BL

Dimension DIM. Grade GM

Divided DIV Grade Line GL

Door DR Height HGT or N or NT

DoubleHung Window DNW Nigh Point N PT

Down DN or D Horizontal NOR

Inch or Inches " or IN. Scale SC

Insulating (Insulated) INS Schedule SCN

Length LGTHe L6 or L Section SECT

Long LG Sheathing SNTNG

Louver LV Sheet SH

Low Point LP Shiplap SNLP

Masonry Opening MO Siding . SOG

Metal MET or N South S

Molding MUG Specifications SPEC

North N Square SQ or

Number ND. or Square Inch SQ IN. or

Opening OPNG Stainless Steel SST

Outlet OUT Steel STL

Outside Diameter OD Stone STN

Overhead OVHD Terra Cotta TC

Panel PNL Thick or Thickness INK or T

Plate Glass PL GL Typical TYP

Plate Height PL NT Vertical VERT

Radius Waterproofing WP

Revision REV West W

Riser Width W or WIN

Roof RF Window WOW

Roof Drain RD Wire Glass W liL

Roofing RFG Wood WO

Rough RGM Wrought Iron WI

Saddle SDL or S



EXERCISE: Column I below lists elevation abbreviations. Column 2 lists elevation terms. In

the numbered blanks to the left of the abbreviations, write in the matching term
for the abbreviation. Compare your answer with the answers given at the end of the
study unit.

Column I Column 2

ABBREVIATIONS TERMS

I. ,E Window
Sheathing

2. ,GL Length
Elevation

3. ,COR Sheet

Glaze

4. Width

East

D. ,FND Glass

Column

6. Foundation
Number

7. ,SH Corner
Long

B. ,LG North
Each

9. ,TC Top Center

Elevation

10. ,EL Flashing
Terra Cotta

Work Unit 2-10. REAOING ELEVATIONS DRAWINGS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELEVATION DRAWING, THE TYDE OF ROOF USED.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELEVATION DRAWING, THE SLOPE USED ON A ROOF.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELEVATION DRAWING, THE TYPE OF WINDOW(S) USEO.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELEVATION DRAWING, THE TYPE OF DOUR(S) USED.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELEVATION DRAWING, THE TYPE OF EXTERIOR FINISH USED ON A BUILDING.

As stated earlier, an elevation drawing is an exterior view of a structure and may be
taken from the front, rear, right, or left side. Front, rear, right side, and left side
elevations of a small building are shown in figure 2-26. Exterior materials; height of doors,
windows, and rooms; the type and slope of the roof; and the surrounding .ground level can be
shown in elevation views. On an elevation view for a single story building, the floor level
is located in reference to the surrounding ground level or finished grade as shown in figure
2-26. Additional floors above the first floor are located by dimensions between finished
floor surfaces. If the sides of the building are not identical, an elevation for each side
must be drawn. If you had access to a plan, you could see that the dimensions given are
practically all vertical measurements. However, horizontal dimensions may be placed on an
elevation view if it is not possible to show them on a plan view.
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fig 2-26. Typical elevation views of a building.

The centerline symbol of alternate long and short dashes in an elevation indicates the
finished floor lines. foundations below grade are shown by the hidden line symbol of short
evenly spaced dashes. Note in figure 2-26 that the footing and foundation are shown below
grade. Many times the elevation view will give the dimension between the finished floor level
and the finished ceiling level for that floor, or as shown in figure 2-26 the top of the wall
plate. figure 2-26 also shows the dimensions from finished floor to the top of the doors and
windows.

Roof types of styles. The primary object of a roof in any climate is to keep out the
rain and the cold or heat; however, it also serves an artistic purpose. This is quite ap-
parent by the different types of roofs found on buildings. The architectural style of a house
often determines the type of roof and roof slope which are best suited. A contemporary design
may have a flat or slightly pitched roof; a rambler or ranch style, an intermediate slope; and
a Cape Cod cottage, a steep slope. Generally, however, the two basic typ s are called fiat or
pitched, defined as (a) flat or slightly pitched roofs in which roof and ceiling supports are
furnished by one type of member, and (b) pitched roofs where both ceiling joists and rafters
or trusses are required.

flat or low.. pitched roofs, usually known as shed roofs, can take a number of forms,
two of which are shown in figure 2-27.
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A

Fig 2-27. A, Flat roof; 8, double low-pitched (shed) roof.

There are several types of pitched roofs. Perhaps the simplest and most common of
these is the gable roof (fig 2-28, A). A variation of the gable roof, used for Cape Cod or
similar style houses, includes the use of shed and gable dormers (fig 2-28, B). A third style

in roof design is the hip roof (fig 2-28, C).

Fig 2-28. A, Gable roof; 8, gable with dormer;
C, hip roof.
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Combinations of the various types can be used together. Gable and valley roof (fig

2-29) is a combination of two gable roofs intersecting each other. Many times a combination
of hip roof intersecting with a gable roof may be used (fig 2-30).

Fig 2-29. Combination gable and valley roof.

UM ROOF

Fig 2.30. Combination hip and gable roof.

Roof slo . The slope of a roof is very important when the snow weight and the rain
run off are cons ered. The slope or pitch of the roof is generally expressed as the number
of inches of vertical rise in 12 inches of horizontal run. The rise is given first, for
example 8 in 12. The run will always be expressed as 12. Figure 2-31 shows some of the
different slopes that could be found on a building. They range from a 4 in 12 to a 24 in 12
slope.
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Fig 2-31. Determining roof aiorno.

The roof slope or pitch will normally be indicated on an elevation view by a triangle
with a numerical ratio of rise to run (fig 2-32). This triangle will usually appear next to

the roof line of the building in the elevation view.

aintreM CL5VA1 101,

Fig 2-32. Roof slope indicated by a triangle and
numerical ratio.
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Elevation view openings. Elevation drawings will contain a lot of information about

windows, doors, and types of openings. Horizontal locating dimensions will not be in-

cluded on elevation drawings; therefore, openings are located by referring to the floor plans.

Windows will appear in their exact location on an elevation view. Symbols used to re-

present the most COMMOO types were shown in work unit 2-0. The most common types are double

hung, casement, awning, horizontal sliding, and jalousie. Elevation views will show where a

window is hinged by the use of dash-lines.

Sometimes a window may be coded with a number or a letter. This refers the builder to

a window schedule. The window schedule can contain such information as size, rough opening,
window type, material, number of windows, and any additional remarks needed. Figure 2-33

shows the relationship between a coded window and a window schedule.

WMIDOW SCHEail e
MIN Sat Orr

--;
MIAOW

ohs _SWIM
p

Nrio IKb

Fig 2-33. Window schedule.

111.

Sometimes the glass size will also be shown in an elevation view of windows. If a

window glass contained a number 32/20, this would indicate a glass 32 inches wide by 20 inches

high. If only one size is given for a window containing more than one glass, then they are

all of the same size. The window schedule will not normally give the size of glass to be used.

Elevation drawings will also show the doors in their correct location, and of what

type or style they will be. The symbols for the doors have been covered in work unit 2-0, but

as a rule there are three basic types; flush, panel, or combination. The flush door is a

plain rectangle, (unless there is a glass opening in it), sometimes with irregular lines to

help distinguish it from a panel door. The panel door will be drawn to highlight the panels

and/or glass. The swing of the door will not be indicated on an elevation view. The floor

plan will show this information.
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Schedules or door schedules can also be used in conjunction with the door symbols
shown on an elevation drawing. Door schedules can contain the same information as that found
on a window schedule. Figure 2-34 shows a typical coded door schedule and its relationship to
four flush doors identified as 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, and 0-4. Door 0-1 is a wooden door with a solid
center, D-2 is a wooden door with a hollow center; however, they are both of the same size.
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Fig 2-34. Door schedule.

If glass Is to be used in the door, the same numerical system will be used as the one
used in the windows. A glass panel in either a flush or panel door which measures 10 inches
in width by 18 inches in length would be indicated by the numerical symbol 10/18 on the glass
panel.

Miscellaneous o nin s. There may be many other openings shown on an elevation view.
These are usua y ventilation openings used to ventilate the foundation or attic. They will
be drawn to resemble their final appearance and, hence, are self-explanatory. Figure 2-36
shows an example of an attic louver used to ventilate attic space.

so
Fig 2-36. Typical roof ventilation louver.
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Exterior finish. On the elevation views of a building, the exterior finish will be
shown byiiliir3i7Tariaterial symbols and notations. Outside wall siding can be of various
types of materials such as grooved plywood; shingles of wood, asphalt, or asbestos cement; or
any size wood siding. The outside finish can also be made of brick, stone, or concrete
block. A combinaton of any of the previously mentioned materials could also be used. Since
many of the material symbols closely resemble each other, it is important to read the
architect's notes for the exterior finish materials used. Figure 2-36 shows an example of a
combination of exterior finish materials used on a single house. The front elevation shows
V-Groove Siding over Cedar Shingles. Even if the builder could not understand the material
symbols, he would not have any problems determining the materials used on the exterior of the
house because of the architect's notation.
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Fig 2-36. Typical exterior finish found on elevation
view.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions about the elevation views below. Check your answers
with the answers given at the end of the study unit.
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1. What type of roof is used?

2. What type of material is used to finish the roof?

3. What is the slope of the roof?

4. what is used to provide ventilation in the space under the roof?

S. What type window 1s used on the left side elevatior, view?

6. The windows in the rear elevation view are hinged on what side?

7. What kind of door is used at the front entrance?

8. What type of door is shown in the rear elevation view?

9. What material is used on the outside finish of the house?

10. What provides ventilation to the space under the house?

11. Where is metal flashing indicated?

12. What kind of material is used for the top of the chimney?

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units you have become acquainted with the use of plot plans,
foundation plans, floor plans, and elevation drawings to prepare yourself for the job of
reading blueprints before the actual building execution. You can now identify the finish
grade or any object on a plot plan. You can identify the two types of foundation plans as
wall and column foundations. You can recognize the symbols and abbreviations used on a floor
plan. From these you can determine the sizs, shape, and relationship of any room or auxiliary
space on a floor plan. You can determine the number of stories in a building by examining a
set of floor plans. Also, you are now able to read the symbols and abbreviations used on
elevation drawings; from these drawings you can identify the type and slope of the roof to be
used, the type of doors windows, and material for the exterior finish that are to be used.
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Answers to Study Unit 02 Exercises

Work Unit 2.1.

1. 114.6'

2. 113.4'

3. 115.3'

Work Unit 2-2.

1. 20'.6"
2. 10'41"

3. 431-0"
4. 120'41"

S. 3'.0w

6. 191.0"

Work Unit 2.3.

1. labor.

2. Wood
3. column

Work Unit 2-4.

1. well thickness.

2. Wail

3. Wall

Work Unit 2.5.

1. frame wall

2. Common brick

3. Outswinging casement window
4. Single, opening in

S. double- acting single door.

G. Sters, 17 risers up

Work Unit 2-6.

1. Apartment
2. Bathtub
3. Concrete
4. F..ebrick
S. On Center
6. Plate
7. Roof
O. Sheathing
9. Threshold

10. Water Closet

Work Unit 2.7.

1. Two, (2)

2. Wee, (3)
3. 9' x 9'

4. Five, (5)
S. 13'.6" x 15'-3"

6. Thirteen (13)
7. Right side
O. Broom closet

9. Two, (2)
10. That a basement exists.

2.41

Work Unit 2.B.

1. wood panel
2. Brick
3. Glass
4. Wiee mesh
5. double hung
6. Outswinging casement
7. horizontal sliding window
O. flush door.

Work Unit 2-9.

1. East
2. Glass
3. Corner
4. North
S. Foundation

6. Window
7. Sheet
S. Long
9. Terra Cotta
10. Elevation

Work Unit 2-10.

83

1. Gable
2. Shingles
3. 4 in 12
4. Attic louver
S. Casement

6. Right
7. Flush with glass
O. Panel with glass
9. Brick
10. 4" x El° cast iron vent
11. Around the chimney base.
12. Cast stone coping

Panel



STUDY UNIT 3

STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION Of THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE ABLE
TO DETERMINE DIMENSIONS FROM DRAWINGS BY USING AN ARCHITECT'S SCALE. YOU WILL BE ABLE
TO LOCATE ANO READ DIFFERENT TYPES OF OETAIL DRAWINGS AND FRAMING PLANS. YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO IDENTIFY THE TYPES Of FRAME CONSTRUCTION.

A building project may be divided broadly into two major phases, the design phase and
the construction phase. First, the architect conceives the building in his mind and sets his
concept down on paper in the form of presentation drawings. Next the architect and the
engineer, working together, decide upon the materials to be used and the construction methods
to be followed. The engineer determines the loads which the supporting (structural} members
will carry and the strength the members must have to bear the loads. He also desAns the
mechanical systems of the structure. The end result of all this is the preparation of
architectural and engineering design sketches. The purpose of these design sketches is to
guide the draftsmen in the preparation of the construction drawings. lnese construction
drawings, plus the building specifications, are the chief sources of information for the
builders responsible for the actual construction work. Most of the structural information
needed by the builder actually comes from the different sectional views, detail drawings, and
framing plans along with a set of construction prints. This study unit will concentrate on
guiding you to find all the structural information on these plans, drawings, and details.

Section I. SCALE AND DIMENSION

To manufacture an object in accordance with a designer's specifications, a builder or
craftsman needs more information than that furnished by the scale drawings of its slope. The
systematic description of shape must be accompanied by a systematic description of size.
Height, width, and length of the object; size and location of its features; plus other impor-
tant numerical details most be clearly stated. The system of lines, symbols, numerals, and
dimensional notes furnishing this information is called dimensioning. Dimensions are numer-
ical values, expressed in appropriate units of a measure, that define the different parts of
an object and establish its location.

The purpose of dimensioning is to give workmen on the job sufficient size data to
enable them to proceed as easily as possible with the construction. You should not have to
seek additional information by scaling the drawing or performing calculations; however, there
may be times when it is necessary. Measuring dimensions on a print is called scaling. Due to
possible distortion of the print, scaling should be avoided as much as possible. When scaling
is essential, however, be sure to check for accuracy by applying the scale you are using to
one or more of the important dimensions normally shown on a print. The letters NTS on a set
of drawings indicate that they are, "NOT TO SCALE"; therefore, do not try to scale the drawing.

Work Unit ;3.-1. PRINT SCALE

IDENTIFY THE SCALE USED ON ANY CONSTRUCTION PRINT.

All construction prints found on the job are copies of an architect's plans and draw-
ings, drawn to a scale.

Any map of the local area is an example of a drawing made to scale. All maps have been
drawn to scale using some measure other than the original, such as miles per inch. When this
is reproduced, ore inch on the map will represent one mile on land; therefore, ten inches on
the map is really ten miles.

Every line on a drawing will be reduced to the same amount of its true length so that
all lines on the print are in exact relationship to each other. The scale usually found on
construction prints is 1/4" 1'0. Many detailed drawings that require a larger amount of
detail of the object will usually be on a scale of 1 1/2" 1' -0" or larger. Figure 3-1 shows
a first floor plan drawn to a scale of 1/4" 1'4"; however, the plan has been reduced to fit
the page and therefore is no longer to scale. The builder must be very careful to look for
any notes that have been added to a drawing.

3-1
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Fig 3-1. Typical floor plan scale.

On most military drawings the scale block (in the title block) will indicate the scale
on the drawing either as a ratio (for example: 1/4 or 1:4 meaning 1 inch on the drawing
equals 4 inches on the object, or 12" 1" meaning 12 inches on the drawing equals 1 inch on
the object) or as a graphic scale as shown in figure 3-2. If the same scale is not used on
all parts of a drawing, the scale block may be marked "as noted" or left blank, and the stale
noted underneath each part of the drawing. If graphic scales are used, several scales may be
shown with numbers (fig 3.2) and the appropriate scale number noted alongside each part of the
drawing. When reading drawings, always follow the dimensions specified on the drawing first,
and use the scale on the drawing where no dimension is given. Because graphic scales are
placed in or near the title block of the drawing, their relative lengths to the scales of the
drawing are not affected if the drawing is reproduced on reduced or enlarged prints. Uo not
measure directly on a print unless there is no other means of obtaining the dimensions.
Usually during the copying process the print will shrink, or the print may have been reduced
for ease of handling.

VOsgMalg la613MS
SCALE NO.1 SCALE NO.2

o thfs6amo

SCALE N0,3

o 4.11

SCALE NO.4 SCALE NO .6

Fig 3.2. Graphic scales.
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EXERCISE: Amster the following questions and compare your answers with the answers given at

the end of the study unit.

1. A scale of 3/4" s 1'4" means that 3/4 inches on the drawing repre-
sents on the object.

2. The illustration below is a scale.

o r timumoij r
SCALE NO S

3. The elevation below was drawn to what scale?
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Work Unit 3-2. THE ARCHITECT'S SCALE

IDENTIFY, USING AN ILLUSTRATION OF AN ARCHITECT'S SCALES, THE UNKNOWN DIMENSION BE-

TWEEN TWO POINTS.

Construction Prints should be measured only as a last resort. However, if the dimen-
sion can not be obtained by other means, then the builder may have to measure the drawing to
the needed dimension. The best tool to use In this case would be the architect's scale.

The architect's scale. An architect's scale is very similar to a ruler, except that It
has six ruled edges with a total of ten different scales, Plus one edge that is iden-
tical to the twelve-inch ruler with which you are familiar. Figure 3 -3 shows a triangular

architect's scale.

CilliN111111111111111111111

INIMISIMMIMICAZI1WalVM

Fig 3-3. Triangular architect's scale.

One of the three scales shown in figure 3 -3 is labeled 3/16 which means that It is used
to make a drawing at a scale of 3/16" 16 -Ow. One foot, at this scale, will be equal to the
length of 3/16 of an Inch in the drawing.

The followin9 is a list of scales normally found on an architect's scale. Each of the
scales listed will be found on an architect's scale, but their location may be different de-
pending upon the manufacture of the scale. Also, each of the scales used in the drawing has
its awn .tlo by which the actual size of the object In the drawing is determined; the ratio
is given in parentheses.

3.3
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Scale 'sabel Scale

- 0"

Ratio

3" 3° l' 1/4 size
1 1/2" 1 1/2" 1' - 0" 1/8 size

1" 1" 1' - 0" 1/12 size

3/4" 3/4" 1' - 0" 1/16 size

1/2" 1/2" 1' - 0" 1/24 size
3/8" 3/8" 1' - 0" 1/32 size
1/4" 1/4" 1' - 0" 1/48 size
1/8" 1/8" 1' - 0" 1/64 size

3/16° 3/16" 1' 0" 1/96 size
3/32" 3/32" = 1' - 00 1/128 size

Usually two scales that can be subdivided into each other will be found on the same
edge. The scales will normally be grouped as follows; 3 and 1 1/2 scale, 1 and 1/2 scale, 1/4
and 1/8 scale, 3/4 and 3/8 scale, 3/16 and 3/32 scale, and the 16 scale or full scale on an
edge by itself.

Readinithe architect's scale. The scale is one foot long with an additional space on
either end so net the units can be read in parts of a foot such as inches or a fraction of an
inch. Figure 3-4 shows one edge of an architect's scale which has two scales. The 1" scale
is read from right to left starting with the line marked "0" near the right end of the scale.
From the "0" you can read 10 spaces which represents a distance of 10 feet to scale. The 1/2"
scale is read from left to right starting at the line marked "0" near the left end of the
scale. From the "0" you can read 20 spaces which would represent a distance of 20 feet to
scale. You must pay particular attention that the correct numbers are used with the scale.
The numbers used with the 1/2" scale are in a row near the edge of the scale. The 1" scale
numbers are farther from the edge. The lines for the units have been extended so that you can
tell the difference between the two scales.

Far"

Fig 3-4. Typical 1" and 1/2" scales.

Measurements less than one foot can be read by using the space outside the line marked
"OP. These units are divided into parts representing one inch or fractions of an inch. The
scale is placed so that when the distance is not an even number of feet, the amount in inches
can be read directly from the subdivided units of the scale. Figure 3-5 shows four examples
of how dimensions can be found using four different scales. First the scale used on the draw-
ing must be determined; then that scale on the architect's scale is used to measure the miss-
ing dimension. Not all scales are subdivided into the same amount of units; therefore, care
must be taken to determine what each unit represents. The 3" scale is subdivided into 96
units, each one represents 1/8 of an inch; the 1 1/2" and 1" scales are subdivided into 48
units, each one representing 1/4 inch; the 3/4" and 1/2" scales are subdivided into 24 units,
each one representing 1/2 inch; the 3/8°, 1/4" and 3/16" scales are subdivided into 12 units,
each one representing 1 inch; and the 1/8" and 3/32" scales are subdivided into 6 units, each
one representing two inches.
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Fig 3-6. Scaling to find missing dimensions.

EXERCISE: Identify the dimensions between points A and B on the illustrations bolos. Insert

your answers in the blank spaces to the right of the webers. Compare your answers

with the answer given at the end of the study unit.

is4r111719191 I de I I
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Work Unit 3-3. CHECKING MISSING DIMENSIONS

CALCULATE, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, THE MISSING OINENSIONS.

One of the items you should be most concerned with when reading construction prints is
the dimensions. Dimensions on construction drawings will usually be given in feet, inches,
and fractions of an inch. Any dimension less than a full foot is written as a simple inch di-
mension. For example, three inches will be written 3". All dimensions twelve inches or lar-
ger will automatically be changed to feet and inches. For example 30 inches becomes 2'-6°.

If a a whole number of feet, it will show zero inches. For example, an
even seven feet is shoos as l'otr

Feet are never shown as fractional feet. They will always be shown in whole numbers.
Ary fre.tion of a foot will be changed to inches. For example, five and one-half feet is
written as 5' -6" (five feet, six inches).

34
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Any part of an inch will be shown as a fraction. Eight and three- eighths inches will
be shown as A 3/11". Any fraction on a construction print indicates a part of an inch.

Most architects use a standard dimension system; however, some architects may use var-
iations or nonstandard dimensions. For example, instead of writing a nine-foot dimension as
AlCr, they may write it as 90, which means 9'41". Three fret six inches would be written
as 36. Sometimes an architect will show the finished room size by using this dimension sys-
tem.

Variations used for showing dimensions. Many architects use a standard system for
showing omens-ions that ore used in conjunction with exterior walls, interior partitions, and
openings In walls. However, there are some variations that the builder must be aware of and
should keep a close look out for.

Usually the dimensions on construction prints are given to the edge of structural sec-
tions. Exterior walls will usually be measured to the outside face of the studs (fig 3-6 0).
This is done because the stud walls are built and then the outside sheathing or finish is put
on. However, some architects will show dimensions to the outside face of the sheathing (fig
3.6 A).

C).
Brick and concrete walls are always dimensioned to their outside edges (fig 3-6 A and

Figure 3-6E shows the way veneer and frame exterior walls are dimensioned. Dimen-
sions of both the outside face of the studs and of the outside edge of the veneer wall are
given.

FRAME CONCRETE

FRAME

THING

BRICK

saws VENEER
ON FRAME

Fig 3.6. Exterior well dimensions.

Interior wall partitions of brick or concrete will be dimensioned to their outside
edges and the wall thickness will also usually be indicated (fig 3-7 A and B). Interior frame
wall partitions will normally be dimensioned to the center of the partition (fig 3-7 C).
However, some architects may show the dimensions to the outside edge of the wall (fig 3-7 0).



BRICK AND CONCRETE
PARTITIONS

STUD
PARTITION

STUD
PARTITION

Fig 3.7. Interior wall dimensions.

Window and door openings in both frame and veneer exterior walls will be dimensioned to
the centers of the openings (fig 3-8). Brick and concrete exterior walls will show dimen-
sions of door and window openings to the edge of the wall (fig 3-8).

Fig 3-8. Wall opening dimensions.

3-8
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Locating missing dimensions. Many times when a dimension seems to be missing, it may
in fact be located on some other print. Look on all views and/or parts of the prints that are
associated with the building or structure. Usually the architect will give a dimension only
once to save space.

However, many dimensions can be found by simple arithmetic, Simply by adding and/or
subtracting other dimensions on the print, the missing one may be found. Figure 3-9 shows how
a missing dimension could be found by using a simple addition and subtraction. By adding the
two dimensions given and subtracting them from the overall dimension, the unknown distance
between A and 6 can be found.

3'" 181-0" 151.12"
41-4" -

-877
11-4"

7174v- 8Ir

The unknown dimension between A and B is 8'-8".

Fig 3-9. Finding missing dimensions.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with the answers listed at
the end of the study unit.

1. What is the unknown dimension of (C) on the illustration bclow?

4o' o"

0
r

2W -e"
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2. What is the unknown dimension of (I) an the illustration below?

H- Ile 4"

37' - 0"

S)

3. What is the unknown almensioebetween A and B on the illustration below?

Section II. DETAIL DRAWINGS

Detail drawings are large scale drawings which show features that do not appear (or ap-
pear on too small a scale) on the plans, elevations, and section views. Details do not have a

cutting plane indication, but are simply noted by a code. The construction around doors,

windows, and eaves is usually shown in detail drawings. Other details which ire customarily

shown are sills, girder and Joist connections.

Work Unit 3-4. DETAIL SCALE

IDENTIFY, FROM A DETAIL DRAWING, THE SCALE USED.

As mentioned earlier, a detail drawing is indicated by a code or the notation "SEE DE-

TAIL" which will be used to call attention to the fact that more information is available
about that specific part of the structure (fig 3-10). The detail may be located on the same
sheet where the designated part is or it may be elsewhere on another sheet. Many times,
several details will be grouped on one sheet; however, when a detail is drawn, it will usually
be placed on the same sheet so reference can be made to it without too much inconvenience to

the builder.

Detail scale. After the detail drawing has been located, the builder must eietermine

the scale to show the detail. If the details are not too difficult to understand, they

may be drawn to the same scale as the plan, elevation, or section views. Details that show

structural information will normally be drawn at a larger scale so that the parts can be shown

with more clarity. The architect can use any of the scales previously mentioned in work unit
3-2, depending on how large the view must be drawn, so that all the information can be seen

clearly.

3-ID
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Fig 3-10. Detail drawing.

Flow, 3-11 shows a detail drawing without any scale indicated. Occasionally an archi-

tect will include a detail drawing for informational purposes only; thus the scale is not

needed. The architect will indicate this by listing (No scale) under the detail title (fig

3-11).

BLOCKING BETWEEN JOISTS
FOR SQUARE EDGE PLYWOOD

IRO SCALE)

Fig 3.11. Detail without scale.

Many times an architect will use preferred scales when drawing details, because the

builder using the Prints carries a folding ruler that is divided into inches tad sixteenths of

an inch. Each 1/16 inch on the rule would equal one-inch on a detail drawn to 3/40 l'.0"

scale. A list of preferred scales and their relationship to the measurements on ifolding

rule is shown below.

3/40 1'4" scale - 1/16" on rule 1" on detail

1 1/20 10.00 scale 1/8" on rule 1" on detail

3" 11-0" scale - 1/4" on rule 1" on detail

FULL SIZE scale - 1" on rule 1" on detail

These scales are the preferred ones; however, an architect may and will use any of the

scales available to him on an architect's scale. Therefore, a builder when reeding a detail

drawing must be very careful about the scale used.

3.11
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with the answers given at
the end of the study unit.

1. The detail drawing illustration below is drawn to scale.

le ASPHALT FELT

210
e

(MIN.) ASPHALT SHINGLES

lusION SCREENED VENT
(ALTERNATE TRUSS SPACES)

Vs" STD. GRADE PLYWOOD

WI FRIEZE BOARD

We PLYWOOD - den
"III" OR EQUAL

30

CORNICE DETAIL
TRUSS

SCALE- lus l'-

2. What scale is used on the detail illustrated below?

OFFSET PLATE
THICKNESS OF
SKINTBOARD

USE SOIL COVER
IN CRAWL. SPACE
(SEE SHEET 4 )

SECTION

SIDING

1
1

FOR MATER AL

CLEARANCE 4
it- TREATED POST

ELEVATION

DRIP EDGE

I n2

n6 FACIA

ALTERNATE SKIRTI3OARD DETAIL
SCALE

Work Unit 3-5. INTERIOR DETAILS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY INTERIOR DETAIL DRAWINGS.

Interior detail drawings can consist of, but are not limited to, the following items:

views of kitchen cabinets and all built-in items, cabinets and closets throughout the build-
ing, permanently attached items in the bathroom, interior trim, fireplaces, and stairways.

Rost of the items shown in a detail will also be shown on a plan or elevation view
elsewhere on the set of prints; however, they do not include enough information for the
builder. Therefore, a detail drawing is drawn to give the builder this needed information.
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Detail drawings of kitchen. Figure 3-12 shoos two detailed elevation views of a typi-
cal kitchen. The drawings not only give the measurement of the cabinets, but also shoo where
the sink, range, and refrigator are to be located.

T

-"I
KITCHEN CABINET

stall >s*LL
sciftg-tOtlf

KITCHEN CABINET
OWN* SOCN MOE

IOU- %%kr

Fig 3-12. Kitchen detail drawing.

Detail drawings of closets. Figure 3-13 shoos both a front view and a side 0104 of a
typical closet Wardrobe,. By using the information Provided on the detail, the builder would
have very little trouble building the closet.
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Fig 3-13. Closet detail drawing.

Detail drawings of bathrooms. Figure 3-14 shwa a typical bathroom detail drawing.

From the detail a builder care-Writhe the exact location of every fixture in the bathroom.

Detail drawino of
hey the winds, trim Nutt
is applied. Figure 3.17
drain to scale.

Fig 3-14. Bathroom detail drawing.

interior trim. Fiore 3 -15 is a typical detail drooling that shaves
"alr1CpITCPigirre 3-16 is a detalldrawing of how the base molding
is a detail drawing of the coiling molding. None of the details are

3.14
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Fig 3-16. Detbil dossing of window trim.

Fig 3-16. Detail drawing of base molding.

Fig 3-17. Detail drawing of ceiling moiling.

Detail drawing of an interior stairway_. A typical detail drawing showing a stairway
and opening is illustrated in figure J-15. The detail Own is not to scale; however, from it
the builder can obtain a lot of information such as headroom, width of tread, height of riser,
and total rise of the stairway that he will use to build the stairway.
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Fig 3.18. Stairway detail drawing.

Detail drawing of a fireplace. Fiore 3-19 shoos a typical detail drawing of a nesonrY
fireplace. The view presented is a sectional cut of a fireplace. Usually for a fireplace the

complete set of details will consist of a section, plan, and elevation view because of the
complexity of the construction.
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Fig 3-19. Fireplace detail drawing.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answersmith the answers given at

the and of the stub unit.

1. The illustration below is an example of a detail drawing of a

wwwrowi

5"Iftwbetitii.14

2. The illustration below is an example of a detail drawing.

Ile

MSC*
NAIL tem* 7'0 yocAo)

COVC MOLDING

Work Omit 3-6. EXTERIOR DETAILS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY EXTERIOR DETAIL DRAWING.

An exterior detail can be drawn of any object when the architect usually teals
additional information is needed. Therefore, we will not try to show every type hf exterior
detail drawing; however, we will show sons of the objects that are usually dream :n detail.

Cornice detail. The cornice of a building is the projection of the roof at the *ewe
line wlirnairweaconnection between the roof and sidcwalls. In gable roofs it is formed on

each. ide of the building, and in hip roofs it is continuous around the perimeter. Figure
3-20 shoos a typic.A1 cornice detail drawn to 1" 11-00 scale.
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30"

CORNICE DETAIL
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SCALE- re I'- 0"

1

DRIP EDGE

I x2

xii FACIA

Fig 3-20. Typical cornice detail.

The gable end overhang is the extension of a gable roof beyond the
The detail will give the builder information about the types and
far the overhang will extend beyond the end wall. Figure 3-21 shays

ASPHALT SHINGLES

GABLE END OVERHANG
SCALE -r' Is- 0"

Fig 3-21. Typical gable end overhang.

Vent i e o e in in roof. Normally all the openings in the roof will be show. in
detail. gore s a ye cal vent pipe detail.

3 -18
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Fig 3-22. Vent pipe detail.

SmoiteJack and chimney details. Openings for smokestacks (pipes, jacks) and chimneys
will be shown in detail dramiligs so that the builder can provide an adequate opening in the .

roof. Additional information is usually provided which will show the exact size and location
of the chimney or smokestack. Figure 3-23 shows a smokestack (Jack) de,aii. Note the
similarity between the smokestack shown in figure 3-23 and the vent pipe shown in figure 3-22.

b.110NE PIPE TO trratio at,O.
ASOi NIGH Poor OP ROO,

SLIP JOINT

ee 11440SR
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Fig 3-23.. Smokestack detail.

Louver and ride ventilator details. Buildings with louvered or ridge ventilators will
usually show details of the vents. Figure 3-24 shows a louver detail. A ridge ventilator
detail is shown in flpre 3-25.
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Fig 3.24. Louver detail drawing.
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Fig 3-26. Ridge ventilator detail driving.

Exterior stair/step details. If a building has exterior stairs or steps, the architect
will usually dm a detail sliming the design and size of the stairs. A typical stair detail
is shown in figure 3-26.
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Fig 3.26. Exterior stair detail.
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Skirtboard detail drawing. Many buildings that hive a post foundation will use
skirting to fill in the space between the floor joist and the finished grade. The architect
may choose to shoo a detail of how the skirtboard will be attached. Figure 3-27 shoos a
skirtboard detail drawing.

Miag!"'
MCI GC
STAMM

gLialliNCE

SECTION

fa' Marto PLT11000 Oa
Sioa0OS0A*0 OR

TROISITE - - -- - Milano POST

SKIRTBOARD DETAIL
SCALE -

ELEVATION

Fig 3-27. Skirtboard detail drawing.

This work unit has shoos only a few of the many objects that can be drawn in detail by
the architect. Re may show by drawing in detail any unusual use of siding, a dormer, an
unusual entranceway, or an unusual pattern of laying brick used for ornamental decoration.

EXERCISE: Answer the foliating questions and compare your answers with the answers given at
the end of the study unit.

1. What exterior detail is illustrated by the drawing below?

DRIP
EDGE

I" BOARDS OR
PLYWOOD

SCREENED VENT

W's PLYWOOD
FRIEZE - NOTCH
FOR RAFTERS

2x6 RAFTER
16" CtC.

214 PLATE
EXTEND %"
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2. The illustration below is an example of an exterior detail
drawing.

Work Unit 3-7. WINDOW AND DOOR DETAILS

24 142010111

WARM

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A WINDOW DETAIL DRAWING.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A DOOR DETAIL DRAWING.

Most windows and their frames are millwork items that are usually fully issembled at
the factory. Window units, for example, often have the sash fitted, are weatherstripped, the
frame assembled, and the exterior casing in place. Standard combination storms and screens or
separate units may also be included. Since most windows come fully assembled, most
construction prints in the business world will not show window details. However, this is not
true on military construction prints. Usually all military construction prints will include
detail drawings for every type of window used in the structure.

Details shown on double-hung window. The double-hung window is perhaps the most
familiar type of window. It consists of-an upper and lower sash that slide vertically in
separate grooves in the side Jambs or in full-width metal weatherstepping. The top of the
widdow frame is called the head. The sides of the window are called jambs. The bottom is
called the sill. Figure 3-28 shows a double hung window with four (4 details and the
location from which the detail is taken. Figure 3-28A shows a cross section view of the
head. Figure 3-288 shows a cross section view of the meeting rails. Figure 3-28C shows a
cross section view of the side Jamb (notice that the Jamb section is a plan view, looking
down).
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Fig 3-28. Double-hung window details.

Details shoo on casement windws. Casement windas consist of side-hinged sash,
usually diSigiwd to wing outward. Vivre 3-29 shoos an outswinging casement wino, with four
(4) detail vitas. View A Is a sectional view of the head. View LI Is a sectional view (plan
view, looking down) of the meeting rails. A sectional vie* of side iamb (plan view, looking
down ;, is shwa in view C. Viet D shoos asectional view of the sill.
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Fig 3-29. Casement winds* detail.

Details sheen on stationary windeos. Stationary winders used alone or in combination
with double -hung or casement winders usually consist of a wood sash with a large single light
of insulated glass. A stationary winds. with two (2) detail views is sheen in figure 3-30.
View A shoos a section vier of the head, and view 9 shows a section view of the sill. Also,
shown In figure 3-30 Is an illustration of a stationary windmo used In combination with Iwo
double -hung windess.
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Fig 3.30. Stationary winds* details.

Details sheen of awning winders. An etningwindov unit consists of a frame in which
one or more operative sashes are installed. The sashes of the awning typo winds* are rade to
sing outward at the bottom. A similar wait, called the hopper type, is one in which the top
of tb sash swings inward. Figure 3-31 shoos an mining type window with three (3) details and
a typ...el combination of several owning winders in one unit. View A of figure 3.31 shoos a
cross section Aso of the head. View I is a cross section vim of the horizontal million
between the top and bottom sash. View C is a ernes section view of the sill. The Phantom
lines in views A, 0, and C represent the swing of the hopper type winds.
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TYPICAL CO N NATION OR UNITS

Fig 3-31. Awning window details.

Exterior door details. Most doors and their frames are preassembled at a factory and
delivered to a construction site in the sae manner as the windows which we discussed
earlier. However, in military construction, the doors and their frames will usually be
constructed on the job site. A door detail will be needed in order to accomplish this.
Figure 3-32 shows a typical panel type exterior door and three doot details. The head detail
is shown in view A. View C shows the sill detail Wen is taken directly below the head
detail at the bottom of the door. Views A and C are taken from the left side of the door
looking toward the right side of the door. The jamb detail shown in vier: B is a plan view,
looking down. Notice that all three views show a combination storm door used with the
exterior door.
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rig 3-32. Typical exterior door details.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and Compare your answers with the answers gluon at
the end of the Sty* unit.

I. The illustration below is a head detail for a

2. The door detail illustrated below is a detail drawing of the door

COODINATKIN DOOR

1110111.1001 ODOR

NRODNOI.D AND
WIATIONIMAND

OM.

3. The drawing illustrated below is a detail of a sill.
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4. The illustration balew is a detail of a windeo

DOUOLIC scup
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mpg JAi
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0111114

Work Unit 3-8. SECTION VIEWS

IDENTIFY A SECTION VIEW OF A FOUNDATION PLAN.

IDENTIFY, USING A WALL SECTION VIEW, ANY OF THE MATERIALS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION
OF THE OUILOING.

A section shoes how a structure looks when cut vertically by a cutting plane. It is
drawn to a scale showing details of a particular construction feature that cannot be given in
the general drawing. The section provides information on height, materials, fastening,
support systems, and concealed features. Section drawings are used to give a clear vtew of
the interior or hidden features of the object which normally cannot be clearly observed in
conventional outside 00411.

As mentioned in study unit 1, work unit 1-3, a section view is obtained by cutting sway
part of an object to show the shape and the construction at the cutting plane. The most
common position of the cutting plane is through the longest dimension, or main longitudinal
axis and parallel to the front view. The cutting plane will be identified by a double set of
letters such as A-A, 8-0, etc. The actual view of the section after it has been cut will also
be identified by the same set of letters. Figure 3-33 shows a typical section v!ew and kw
the cut was wee through the building.

PCMPICTIVC VIRM1 SWOOPS A-A

TYPICAL SMALL SWUM 1111016146 ammo PLASS MA NO SECTION
OIWCLOP FROM Tag OJTTING PLANE

Fig 3-33. Development of a section view.

Section views of foundations. Foundations tboth wall and column) will normally have
section views included on a set of construction prints. Section views of the foundation will
shoo the shag, of the footing(s), materials used, site of materials used, and any unusual
features about the foundation. Figure 3-34 shoos e typical column foundation plan with the
architect's note to see section vim A-A and 8-8 on sheet 3 of the construction prints. This
is the typical way an architect will let the builder knew about a section view that will give
the builder the needed information. Sections A-A and 8-0 are shown in figure 3-35.
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Fig 3-34. Foundation indicating the section views that are
available.
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Fig 345. Section view of a column foundation.
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Figure 3-36 shows a typical section view of a wall foundation. Note that the architect
not only gives information about the materials used in the foundation, but also includes the
materials used in the construction of the floor and wall.

Fig 3-36. Typical section yfee of a wall foundation.

Wall section views. The wall section view is of primary importance to construction
supervisors and to the craftsmen who do the actual building. The wall antics shoos the
copstructio of the walls as well as the way in which structural members and other features
are joined together. Since most wall sections extend vertically from the foundation to the
roof, they will contain information not only about the wall; but also about the roof and
foundation. Figure 3-31 shoos a typical wall section view. Notice the large amount of
structural information included on the section vial illustrated. Information about exterior
finish on both the wall and roof are shown (roof finish is 460 roll roofing over 1" x 8"
sheathing). The will will have 1/4" x 1/2" x 8" bevel siding for exterior finish and 1/2"

WINO for interior finish material.
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Fig 3.37. Typical wall section view.

EXERCISE: Answer the foliating questions and compare your answers with the answers given at
the end of the study unit.

1. What type of section view will give information about the site and shape of
footings?
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2. The illustration shown below is an example of a
view.

-dia
Xrrr

3. Foundation section views could show both column foundation or
views.

4. What type of section view will give information about the exterior finish?

S. What section view would give a builder information about the finish used on the
roof?

Note: Questions 6 through 10 pertain to the illustration below.
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6. What type of material is used for the outside wall sheathing?

7. What size are the floor Joists?

8. What type of outerial is used on the inside wall?

9. What size is the material used to finish the floor?

18. What type of shingles are to be used on the roof?

Section III. FRAMING PLAN

Framing plans show the size, weber, and location of structural members which form the
building frame work. Separate plans may be furnished for floors, walls, and roofs.
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Work Unit 3-9. FLOOR FRAMING PLANS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A FLOOR FRAMING PLAN.

Floor framing plan. Framing plans for floors are basically plan views of the girders
and Joists. The size and spacing of the Joists, the size and number of girders, and the
bridging are noted on the plan. A typica floor framing plan is shown in figure 3-38. By
reading the floor framing plan, you learn that the girders will be made up of three 2 x 6's
(or three 2 x 8's for 20-foot spans). The joists will be made up of 2 x 6's and are to be
spaced at intervals of 3 feet (2" x 6° at 3'-0° 0.C.) with bridging. The joist lengths are
joined at the footings with 1 1/2 x 2-foot splices. Note that there are two types of footings
indicated (type C and type 0). Detailed views of footings, joists, girders, or foundations
may be shown on the framing plan if the architect feels additional information is needed.

41- tifsts 15= 0*---o--151- 0"el
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2-1°X4.401STS

'I

--TYPE V FOOTING

Fig 348. Floor framing plan.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with
the end of the study unit.

1. What plan would show the size and spacing of the joists, the
girders, and the type of bridging used?
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2. The illustration below is an example of a plan.

Work Unit 3-10. ROOF FRAMING PLAN

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A ROOF FRAMING PLAN.

Roof fram1neplan. Framing plans for roofs are very similar to floor framing plans and
impart the same MU type of information. Normally shown is the site and spacing of rafters,
ridgeboard, bearing wells, any roof openings, and other structural members in the roof as
noted by the architect. Figure 3-39 shows a typical roof framing plan for a gable roof with a
slope of 6 and 12 (6 inches of rise for every foot of run). After reading the plan, you can
determine that the rafters will be'2 x 6's spaced 18 inches on center. A ridgeboard made up
of 2" x 8" stock will be used in the roof. The framing plan also indicates an opening for a
chimney. The rafters will extend 1 foot beyond the edge of the building.

OPENING FOR maw

F,

OW RAFTERS a c.
UNIT OF RISE et PER FOOT

Fig 3-39. Roof framing plan.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your answers with the answers% the
back of the study unit.

I. What framing plan would show the size and spacing of the rafters?

2. The illustration below is as example of a
plan.

is e" NIP RAFTER 2"a6" COMMON RAFTERS

tsar cow*

Work Unit 3-11. WALL FRAMING PLAN

ens* Rion some
12

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A WALL FRAMING PLAN.

Wall framing plans (details). Will framing plans (also called wall framing, details)
present information about the size and location of studs, diagonal bracing, cripples,
trimmers, headers, fire blocks (girls), plates, and corner posts. The door and window framing
can also be shown in a wall framing plan. Figure 3-40 shows both a typical wall framing plan
and a detailed drawing that shows where wall framing members are located. Notice that the
framing plan gives not only the size of the studs, but also gives the on-center spacing at
16". Will flaming plans ean be as simple as tne one illustrated in figure 3-40 or they may be
vefy complicated. Their complexity will depend upon the amount of information that the
architect is trying to include on the plan.
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Fig 3-40. Typical wall framing plan.

EXERCISE: Answer the following items about the illustration below. Compare your answers with
the answers given at the end of the study unit.
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1. The illustration is an example of s framing plan.

2. what size nails are to be used to fasten the studs to the sole plate?

3. The stud spacing is to be either
incise on center.

or

Section IV. TYPES OF FRAME CONSTRUCTION

There are four principal types of frame construction which are used today in the
construction of light structures. They are platform (also called western). balloon, braced,
and plank and beam. A brick veneer structure is also considered a frame structure because the
internal or supporting structure is entirely of wood framing. Solid masonry construction such
as brick or concrete block will not be discussed because of the limited use of masonry
construction in the theater of operations. Braced frame, plank, and beam construction will
not be discussed either. This section will concentrate on the platform and balloon framing
methods which are the most widely used in the theater of operations.

Work Unit 3-12. PLATFORM FRAMING

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A PLATFORM FRAME DRAWING.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY FOUR Of THE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS USED IN PLATFORM
FRAMING.

Platform framing. The platform (also called western) frame is the most commonly used
method ITTin TT an't:rsstruction. It is distinguished by the floor platforms independently
framed as shown in figure 3-41, the second and third floors supported by studs one story in
height. Framing of this %):m is fast, safe, and allows for extensive use of short materials.



Interior partitions and exterior walls are framed with material of the same length, thereby
insuring proper balance in case of any shrinkage.

Fig 3-41. Platform (western) frame construction.

Because each floor is framed separately, the subfloor if, laid "story by story" before
the wall and partition studs are raised (fig 3-42). The studs are fastened to a sole plate
that in turn is fastened through the subfloor to the floor joists. It is very difficult to
install service pipe or wiring in these walls after they have been covered.

Fig 3-42. Method of framing upper-floor Joists and studs
in platform framing.

The platforms frame is preferred for one-story structures since it permits both the
bearing and nonbearing walls, which are supported by the Joist, to settle uniformly.

Typical mein cqmponents of the platform frame are the foliating:

(1) Wall studs. Studs are the closely spaced vertical members of partitions and
lairrriills. Their Purpose is to support the weight of the upper floors and to
provide a framework for exterior and interior finishes.

(2) Plates. A top plate is a horizontal member of a partition or frame wall. It
se` as a cap for studs and support for the joists. The soil plate (bottom
piste) serves as a rest for the studs.



(3) Bresteg. Diagonal braces are permanent parts of a building which serve to stiffen
fir wTls. keep the corners square and plumb, and prevent the frame from being
distorted. The common types of bracing which you will use are let -in, set -in, and

block bracing.

(4) Jo, ists. Joists are laid edgewise to support the floor boards.

(5) Rafter. The ribs are run from hip, or ridge, to eaves in the roof.

(61 Sill. Sills are horizontal members that either rest upon or form the foundation of

Talouser.

(7) Sheatho . Sheathing is generally applied diagonallj to assist in strengthening
s rucLure.

All of the aforementioned components are illustrated in figure 3-41.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions about the illustration below. Compare your answers
with the answers given at the end of the study unit.

1. The illustr:tion shoo' is an maple of framing.

2. In what location on the illustration would you find a stud?

3. In what location on the illustration would you find a Joist?

4. At which location would you find a diagonal brace?

5. Which location indicates exterior wall sheathing?

6. Which location indicates the top plate?

Work Unit 3-13. BALLOON FRAMING

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, A BALLOON FRAME DRAWING.

STATE THE MAJOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BALLOON FRAMING AND PLATFAM FRAMING.

Balloon framing. The major characteristic of the balloon frame shown in figure 3-43 is
the use of studs extending from the sill (sole) plate to the rafters. Also, the joist ends
are supported by ledge (or ribbon) boards and are nailed to the studs as sham in figure
3-44. The ribbon board is let into (seated in) the stud to form a rigid support for the
Joist. The balloon frame offers the advantages of speed and economy of construction as

compared to the braced frame method. The continuous studs facilitate easy installation of
service pipe, conduit, etc., without cutting through plates and weakening the structure.
Corner braces for this frame are lighter than in the braced frame and are let into the outside
edges of the studs.
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Fig 3-43. Balloon frame construction.

Fig 3-44. Method of supporting upper floor Joist ends
in balloon framing.
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EXERCISES Answer the follcwing questions and compare your answers with the answers given at

the end of the stye unit.

1. The illustration below is an example of frame construction.

2. The major difference between platform and balloon frame construction is that in
balloon framing the studs run from the plate to tee

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units, you have been introduced to the architect's scale and its

uses. You are moo able to determine dimensions from prints by using the architect's scale.
You can locate and read various types of dettil drawing and framing plans. You can also
identify the two mein types of frame constrution used in the theater of operations as balloon
and platform framing.



Answers to Study Unit 63 Exercises

Work Unit 3-1. Work Unit 3-10.

1. 1' -0" or 1 foot 1. Roof framing plan
2. graphic 2. Roof framing
3. 1/4" l'-0"

Work Unit 3-2.

1. 44-7"

2. 4'-6"
3. 12'-11"
4. 121-4"
5. 91-9P

Work Unit 3-11.

1. wall

3. 16" or 24"

Work Unit 3-12.

1. platfomm
Work Unit 3-3. 2. 0

3. K
1. 11'-5" 4.
2. 21'-7 1/4" 5. J
3. 3'-8 3/4 6. C

Work Unit 3-4.

1. 1" 1,-0e
2. 3/4" 1,-CM

Work Unit 3-5.

1. shelf
2. stair (stairway)

Work Unit 3-6.

1. Cornice
2. stairs (stairway)

Work Unit 3-7.

1. door
2. sill
3. window
4. jamb

Work Unit 3-8.

1. Foundation
2. foundation section
3. well foundation
4. well section
S. Wall
6. 1" x 6" siding
7. 2' x 8"
8. 5/8" plaster board
9. 25/32

10. Asphalt

Work Unit 3-9.

1. Floor framing plan
2. Floor framing

Work Unit 3-13.

1. Balloon
2. Sill (sole), rafter



STUDY UNIT 4

UTILITY, HEATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING

STUOY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT, YOU WILL BE
ABLE TO IDENTIFY UTILITY, HEATING, ANO AIR CONDITIONING SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS.
YOU WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO READ AND UNDERSTAND UTILITY, HEATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING
PLANS.

The architect will make the original drawings of the job when construction projects are
large. These drawings are known as working drawings; they are then printed and are known as
working prints. At tho same time, other sets of drawings are also prepared, each for the
electrical work, for the plumbing, the heating and air conditioning and so on. However, for a
small construction project, the architect will normally include the electrical plan, the
plumbing plan, and the heating/air conditioning plan with the original set of drawings.

All builders and craftsmen should be able to read and understand the sections of the
prints that pertain to their related fields. They should also have a general understanding of
the information found on the other plans. Utility, heating, and air conditioning plans are
used primarily by the craftsmen responsible for these functions, but they are important to the
builder as well. Most utility, heating, and air conditioning installations require that open.
ings be left in walls, floors, and roofs for the admission or installation of these features.
The builder who is placing a concrete foundation wall must study the specialized utility/
heating/air conditioning plans to determine the number, sizes, and locations of the openings
he must leave for these operations.

Section I. ELECTRICAL PLANS

On military construction prints the electrical information normally is shown on the
floor plans. Occasionally the electrical work is so complex that the information must be
shown on a separate electrical plan. The electrical plan should show the locations of
switches, light fixtures, receptacles, and in some cases electrical devices such as TV's,
stoves, and dryers. An electrical wiring plan (diagram) showing all the wiring and cable runs
may be included. Additional information will usually be shown in the specifications and
schedules section of the construction prints.

This section will concentrate on the basic electrical plan and the symbols and abbrevi-
ations used on them.

Work Unit 4-1. ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY THREE ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS.

Electrical symbols.

As mentioned in study unit 2, the architect uses symbols to furnish a lot of informa-
tion in a very small space. Many of the electrical symbols will not have the same shape or
features as those we talked about in study unit 2 on elevation drawings and floor plans. Many
symbols are very similar in design and shape and the builder must use caution if there is any
uncertainty about what the symbol represents. Normally the architect will show any unusual
symbol in a legend on the electrical plan. Figure 4-1 shows some of the most commonly used
electrical line symbols. Figure 4-2 shows some of the more commonly used switches, receptacle
outlets, and lighting fixtures. Notice the similarity between a ceiling light fixture and a
single receptacle outlet.
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ITEM

WIRING CONCEALED IN
CEILING OR U.

WIRING CONCEALED IN
FLOOR

EXPOSED BRANCH CIRCUIT

BRANCH CIRCUIT HOME RUN TO
PANEL BOARD (NO. OF ARROWS
EQUALS NO. OF CIRCUITS, DESIGNATION
IDENTIFIES DESIGNATION AT PANEL)

THREE OR MORE WIRES (NO. OF CROSS
LINES EQUALS NO. OF CONDUCTORS
TWO CONDUCTORS INDICATED IF NOT
OTHERWISE NOTED)

INCOMING SERVICE UNES

CROSSED CONDUCTORS, NOT CONNECTED

SPLICE OR SOLDERED CONNECTION

CABLED CONNECTOR (SOLDERLESS)

WIRE TURNED UP

WIRE TURNED DOWN

SYMBOL

mlo
Fig 44. Line symbols for electrical wiring.
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ITEM

SWITCHES -

SINGLE POLE SWITCH

DOUBLE POLE SWITCH

THREE WAY SWITCH

SWITCH AND PILOT LAMP

CEILING PULL ;WITCH

PANEL BOARDS AND RELAYED EQUIPMENT

PANEL WARD AND CABINET

SWITCHBOARD, CONTROL STATION OR
SUBSTATION

SERVICE SWITCH OR CIRCUIT BREAKER

EXTERNALLY OPERATET ° DISCONNECT
SWTCH

MOTOR CONTROLLER

MISCELLANEOUS

TELEPHONE

THERMOSTAT

MOTOR

SYMSOL

8

Sa

84

3,

o

ILUASTRATION

NM

NON OKOR0

I=1.'

cap OR DM

pi

®

Fig 4-2. Symbols for electrical fixtures and controls.
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11!1, ITEM SYMBOL

LIGHTING OUTLETS `-

CEILING

WALL

FLUORESCENT FIXTURE

CONTINUOUS ROW FLUORESCENT
FIXTURE

BARE LAMP FLUORESCENT
STRIP

-o

II- -II
`LETTERS ADDED TO SYMBOLS INDICATE SPECIAL TYPE OR USAGE

.1 JUNCTION BOX R- RECESSED
L- LOW VOLTAGE X- EXIT LIGHT

RECEPTACLE OUTLETS..-

MOLE OUTLET

DUPLEX OUTLET

OUAORUPLEX OUTLET

SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET

20AMP, 250-VOLT OUTLET

SINGLE FLOOR OUTLET
(BOX AROUND ANY OF ABOVE
INDICATES FLOOR OUTLET OF
SAME TYPE)

"LETTER G NEXT TO SYMBOL INMATES GROUNDING TYPE

Ece ®

Fig 4-2. Symbols for electrical fixtures and controls--(continued).

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your responses with the answers listed
at the end of the study unit.

1. The symbol S3 is the symbol for a(an)

2. The symbol 0 is the symbol for a(an)

3. The symbol Q is the symbol for a(an)
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1

4. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

S. The illustration below is the symbol for

1 0 1 I

6, The illustration below is the symbol for

m'41111411103

7. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

-0 OR

Work Unit 4-2. ELECTRICAL ABBREVIATIONS

MATCH, FROM A LIST, ANY THREE ELECTRICAL ABBREVIATIONS TO 1JEIR CORRECT lERMS.

Electrical plan abbreviations. Electrical plans can and do contain any amount of
accepted abbreviations.' The architect will use abbreviations when space is not available to
letter the term in its entirety. Most architects will use an accepted form of abbreviation,
but if there is any doubt, he will spell out the word completely. Many abbreviations can have
more than one meaning. The abbreviation "F," for example, could represent "fan" or "furnace";
therefore, the builder most be very careful about his interpretation of an abbreviation. If

there is any question about the meaning of an abbreviation, the builder should contact the
architect or draftsman for the true meaning.

Table 4.1. Electrical plan abbreviations

TERM ABBREVIATION

Access Panel AP
Air Conditioning AIR COND
Aluminum AL
American Wire Gage ANG
Ampere A or AMP
Circuit CIR
Circuit Breaker CB

Clothes Dryer CO
Conduit
Control Panel CP
Copper COP
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Table 4-1. Electrical plan abbreviations-(continued)

TEAM ABBREVIATION

Cycle CY
Diagram DIAG
Direct Current ............ .. OC
Dishwasher . ..... OW
Dryer 0
Electric Panel EP
Fan . . . F

Fixture . F

Fluorescent FLUOR
Furnace F

Gage .... GA
Garbage Disposal . GO
Grounded G, GR, or GRO
Hertz HZ
Horsepower HP
Hotwater Heater NW
Junction Box JB

Kilowatt KW
Lamp L
Line L

Main Distribution Panel MOP
Meter II

Motor M or MOT
National Electric Code NEC
Negative NEG

Neutral N

Outlet OUT
Panel PNL
Phase P
Pole P
Positive POS

Pull Chain PC
Pull Switch PS

Radiant Heater RN
Radio . R

Range It

Receptacle R

Recessed R

Refrigerator REF
Relay R

Service SERV
Single Pole 1-P

Smoke Detector SO
Specification SPEC
Switch S or SW

Switch Panel SP

Telephone TEL

Thermostat T

Three Pole 3-P
Transformer T

Two Pole 2-P
Underwriter's Laboratory UL

Ungrounded WIG
Utility Room URM
Volt V

Washing Machine liN

Watt W
Wire W
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EXERCISE: Column I below lists electrical plan abbreviations. Column II lists electrical
plan terms. In the numbered blanks to the right of the abbreviation write the
matching term for the abbreviation. Compare your responses with the answers

listed at the end of the study unit.

Column 1 Column 2

Abbreviations Terms

1. AP, Panel Switch
Negative

2. CB, Outside
Utility Room

3. DC, Citizen's Band
Modulate

4. OR, 1 - Per Unit
Pull Switch

S. M, Single Pole

Access Panel
6. NEG, Direct Current

Circuit Breaker
7. OUT, Neutral

Meter
8. PS, Grounded

Oimmer Control
9. 1-P, were

Out
10. URN, Unground Lead

Gage Regulator

Work Unit 4-3. READING ELECTRICAL PLANS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELECTRICAL PLAN, THE URAL CONNECTED LOAD ON ANY CIRCUIT.

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ELECTRICAL PLAN, THE CIRCUIT TO WHICH LIGHTING OUTLETS ARE CON-
NECTEO.

Before a builder can read and understand the information found on an electrical print,
he must have a basic knowledge of electrical terms, materials, and their application.

The electrical wiring system in a building is the installation which distributes elec-
trical energy. It is frequently referred to as the "interior wiring system" to distinguish it
from the "electrical distribution system" which includes outside power lines and equipment for
multi-building installations.

The nomenclature of a building wiring system is divided into two principal parts
according to function as follows:

Building Feeders and Subfeeders. A building feeder is a set of conductors which
supply eiectricity to the building. A subfeeder is an extension of the feeder through a cut-
out, or switch, from one interior distribution center to another without branch circuits in
between.

Branches or Branch Circuits A branch circuit is a set of conductors, feeding through
an automatic cutout, or ruse, and supplying one or more energy-consuming devices such as
lights or motors.

A variety of materials and fittings are used in the installation of electrical wir-
ing. Some common items you would use in theater of operations type construction are described
in the following paragraphs.
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Conductors. A conductor is any wire, bar, or ribbon, with or without insulation. It

is usualyirAFITcopper because of the good electrical characteristics of that metal. The
smallest size wire permitted for use in Interior wiring systems is 14 AWG. The determination
of the wire size to be used In circuits is dependent on the voltage drop coincident with each
size. The size of the conductor used as a feeder to each circuit is also based on voltage
drop. You should select the wire size so that the voltage drop from the branch circuit supply
to the outlets will not be more than 3 percent. Table 4-2, which is based on an allowable 3
percent voltage drop, lists the wire sizes required for various distances between supply and
load, at different load currents. Table 4-2 also lists the service-wire requirements and cap-
acities. The minimum size for service-wire installation shall not be smaller than the size of
the wire used for conductors of a branch circuit and in no case smaller than No. 12. Service-
wires must not only meet the voltage-drop requirements but also be inherently strong enough to
support their own weight, plus any additional loading caused by nature (ice, branches, and so
on). Symbols are used on electrical plans to show the routing and interconnection of wiring.
The symbols that you will most frequentli encounter are shown in figure 4-1. Wiring may be
divided into four classes according to the type of installation or the materials used.

a. Expedient wiring. There are many applications where electrical wiring installations
are needed for temporary use. One example is a forward area instillation. A complete
installation including knobs, tubes, cleats, and damage protection would require too much time
and would be impractical. Consequently, expedient wiring used for temporary buildings and
forward areas does not require the mounting and protective devices used in permanent install-
ations. Generally, the wires are attached to building members with nails, and pigtail sockets
are used for outlets. Soldering is omitted and friction tape is used as a protective covering
on the connections. Fixture drops, preferably pigtail sockets, are installed by tapping their
leads to wires and then taping the taps. The sockets are supported by the tap wires.

b. Open wirin . Open wiring is the type of wiring most often used in theater of oper-
ation cons ruc on cause of economy of materials and ease in making additions or alter-
ations. Wiring is supported and separated on porcelain knobs, cleats and tubes or encased in
a nonmetallic flexible casing called loom. Wiring exposed to possible mechanical damage is
protected by r ning boards or railings. Taps or splices are supported.

Table 4-2. Minimum wire sizes
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c. Armored cable wiring. Armored cable, commonly called BY, provides mechanical damage
protection without additional protective provisions. All connections and splices are made
within boxes, usually with wire nuts. Cables are run through holes in building members or
supported by staples or straps. Nonmetallic sheathed cable is sometimes used for interior
wiring also. Connections and supports are similar to the ones in armored cable wiring.

d. Conduit wiring. Rigid or thin -wall conduit wiring provides the highest quality and
most expensive insTiTlatIon. Rigid or thin-wall pipe is used to support and protect the con-
ductors. Splices and taps are made at junction boxes or outlet boxes. Very little additional
support or mechanical damage protection is required beyond that provided by the conduit.

Fixtures. The various switches and outlets, such as lighting fixtures and recepta-
cles, arirlinirby symbols on interior wiring plans. The most frequently encountered symbols
are shown in figure 4-2.

Fuse Boxes and Circuit Breakers. Each branch circuit is connected to some p rotective
device, usually at the point where electrical service enters the building. Sub-feeders and
additional protective devices may be used for devices such as motors.

a. Fuses. The device that automatically opens a circuit when the current rises beyond
the satifY-TTMit is technically called a cutout, but more commonly it is called a fuse. Ali
circuits and electrical apparatus must be protected from short circuits or dangerous over-
current conditions by using correctly rated fuses. The cartridge type fuse is used for cur-
rent rating above 30 amperes in interior wiring systems. The plug or screw type fuse is
satisfactory for incandescent lighting or heating appliance circuits. Time-lag fuses should
be used on branch circuits, wherever motors are connected, instead of the standard plug or
cartridge type fuse. These fuses have self-compensating elements which maintain and hold the
circuit in line during a momentary heavy ampere drain, yet cut out the circuit under short-
-circuit conditions. As you know, the heavy opere demand normally.occurs in motor circuits
when the motor is started.

b. Fuse Boxes. As a general rule the fusing of circuits is concentrated at centrally
located lifliriraTitribution panels. These panels are normally located at the service-
entrance switch in small buildings or installed in several power centers in large buildings.
The number of service centers or fuse boxes in the latter case would be determined by the con-
nected power load.

c. Circuit breakers. A circuit breaker is a protective switching device designed to open
a currenT75761971Wilt under overload, high or low voltage, or short-circuit conditions,
and it is sometimes substituted for the entrance switch in small building electrical install-
ations. No fuses are used in the circuit breaker. The breaker is generally operated auto-
matically, although manual operation is also provided. As a rule, no detailed wiring diagram
for a circuit breaker is shown on construction prints since such diagrams are to be found on
the inside of the circuit breaker box cover.

Reading electrical plans. Electrical plans show what items are to be installed, their
approximate location, and the circuits to which they are to be connected. A typical elec-
trical plan for a post exchange is shown in figure 4-3. The plan shows that the incoming ser-
vice consists of three No. 8 wires and that two circuit-breaker panels are to be installed.
Starting at the upper left, the plan shows that nine ceiling lighting outlets and two duplex
wall outlets are to be installed in the bulk storage area. The arrow designated *112"
indicates that these outlets are to.be connected to circuit 2 of circuit - breaker panel B.
Note that three wires are indicated from this point to the double home-run arrows designated
081, Br. These are the hot wire from the bulk storage area to circuit 2 of panel B, the hot
wire from the administratiofl area to circuit 1 of panel B, and a common neutral. From the
double arrowhead, these wires are run to the circuit breaker panel without additional con-
nections. This run is shown at the left side of figure 4-4, which is typical of the ceiling
wiring diagram provided, for open wiring of medium or extreme complexity. Note that the en-
tire installation is not shown in figure 4.4. The diagram shows the splices, support and
insulator arrangements used. Note that this is a physical drawing rather than a symbolic one,
so each line represents a single wire rather than a pair of conductors as in the plan. A note
calls out a circuit breaker installation detail at the point where the wires are down to the
circuit-breaker panel, and the arrowheads on the leader from the note show the direction from
which the circuit breaker installation detail is drawn. The circuit breaker panel install-
ation detail (fig 4-0 shows the installation arrangement for the circuit breakers, in-
cluding grounding, splices, and connections to the incoming service. Note that the circuit
breaker panels are placed 5 feet 6 inches from the floor line. You can also see that a 314 -
inch pipe driven 8 feet into the ground is used for grounding the No. 8 ground wire.
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In some installations alternate outlets are connected to different circuits so that
half the lighting may be turned on at one time, and only part of the service will be out if a
circuit breaker Is tripped. For these purposes, the circuit identification (Al, 81, etc.) is
noted alongside each fixture in the plans.

Usually, wiring plans are not provided for the fixtures. If the connortions are not
obvious, diagrams are normally supplied with the device. A three-way switch circuit, which
enables the control of a single outlet from two locations, is shown in figure 4-6. On an
electrical plan you will find the three-way switch is indicated by the symbol S3.

ELECTRICAL PLAN
5604.1l Nei

aet
ELECTRICAL NOTES

cWACID1_
640sio
"Afaritr

tOTAIL

LOAD
if WI-

4.111Ttw

e. WITvir ON Pia*
IIPS TO WWI Setit ? L

CoNIC

Fig 4-3. Typical electrical plan.
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Fig 4-4. Typical' ceiling wiring diagram.

The total load on any one circuit can be determined by adding the total requirements
for each lighting outlet on any circuit. Each outlet requirement will either be noted at Its
location or in the electrical notes included with the plan. Figure 4-3 shows the outlets for
circuit B2 and their watt requirements at 40 watts each. There are nine outlets on the
circuit at 40 watts each; therefore, there is a total requirement or load of 360 watts for
circuit 112. A kilowatt contains 1,000 watts.
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At. WM SUPPORT CSKING UW7 r PORCELAIN TUNS TARO KOLL

344 SUMACS
et a&

4

fAVIM SKTIRIOR WALL
C. IL PAWL 'I
2.1R, * AMP.

1

PLOT KNOI16 !MLA
4.44

so°

MII

MICR es TAPS

Je GROUND WORM
GROUND CLAMP
4. POI DIVVITH

5.0" INTO GROUND FLOOR UM

NO 5CALM

Fig 4-5. Typical circuit breaker panel installation detail.

win- VMTE /--\i e ...... iv
SLACK I A KO A.

I O

I CI
SLACK

I I SLACK I C. I
3_WAY 3 -WAY LIOIIT
SWITCH SWITCH

Fig 4-6. Wiring diagram for a three -way switch.

EXERCISE: Refer to figure 4-3 to answer the following questions. Compare your responses with

the answers listed at the end of this study unit.

1. The lighting outlets in the radio repair area are connected to which circuit?

2. The center row of lighting outlets in the store area is connected to which circuit?

3. The right-hand row of lighting outlets in the store area is connected to which cir-
cuit?

4. What is the total connected load on circuit A6?
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S. What is the total connected load on circuit A2?

6. What is the total connected load on circuit II?

7. Circuit hS shares a common neutral wire with witch other circuit?

Section II. PLUMBING PLANS

All piping, apparatus, and fixtures for water distribution and waste disposal within a
building are classified as plumbing. Piping for heating systems is called steam fitting and
is covered in section III of this study unit. This section will primarily discuss the plumb.
ing within a building and not how water/waste is distributed within the main water/sewage
systems.

Work Unit 4-4. PLUMBING SYMBOLS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANY THREE PLUMBING SYMBOLS.

Plumbing symbols. As a rule, plumbing plans show the location of fixtures and fittings
to be installea and the size and routing of piping. Details are left to the plumber who is
responsible for installing a properly connected system in accordance with good plumbing and
construction practices. Plumbing plans consist generally of four types of symbols:

a. Line symbols for piping

b. Pipe-fitting symbols for pipe unions, couplings, and connections

c. Valve symbols to indicate the required control points in the system

d. Symbols indicating the various plumbing fixtures required by the plan

Before trying to read a plumbing plan, the builder should familarize himself with the
symbols and explanation of these symbols given in this work unit.

Piping symbols. The type and location of piping will be indicated on the plans by a
solid or dash-line. Figure 4-7 shows the standard symbols used on piping diagrams. The size
of the required piping will be noted alongside each leg on the plan. An example of sizing can
be seen on figure 4-8. Piping up to 12 inches in diameter is referred to by its nominal size,
which is approximately equal to the inside diameter. The exact inside diameter will depend on
the grade of pipe; heavy grades of piping have smaller inside diameters because of their
greater wall thickness. Piping over 12 inches in diameter is classified and referred to by
its actual outside diameter.
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LEAKR,SOILORWASTE
tABOvg GNAW

(BELOW GNAW

VENT

COLD WATER

NOT WATER

NOT WATER RETURN

DRINKING WATER

00.MED
MIM=11. IMIMM

00M411IMMWO

DRINKING WATER RETURN -----
ACID

ACID WASTE

COMPRESSED AIR

FIRE UNE

OAS UNE S
TILE PIPE T.-

VXCUU M V V
Fig 4-7. Line symbols for piping.

Fittin s. Figure 4-8 illustrates the symbols stied for the most frequently encountered
pipe fist ngs. A more complete list is contained In appendix B. Note that the basic line
symbol for a section of pipe shown at the top of figure 4-8 will actually be combined with the
line symbology shown in figure 4-7. In this way, you are able to determine not only the size
of pipe and method of branching and coupling but also the use to which the pipe will be put.
This is important, in that the type of material from which the pipe is made determines how the
pipe should be used. This subject will be discussed in detail in later paragraphs.

Valves. Figure 4-9 illustrates the symbols used for the most frequently encountered
valves. a complete list is contained in appendix B. Material and sizes for valves are
normally not noted on drawings but must be assumed from the size and material of the con-
nected pipe. However, when specified on a bill of materials or plumbing takeoff, valves are
called out by size, type, material, and working pressure. For example: 2-inch check valve,
brass, 175 pounds working pressure.
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ITEM

PIPE

JOINT-
FLANGED

SCREWED

SELL AND SPIGOT

OUTLET TURNED UP

OUTLET TURNED
DOWN

REDUCING OR
ENLARGING FITTING

REDUCER
CONCENTRIC

ECCENTRIC

UNION
SCREWED

FLANGED

MOW SAMPLE
APPLICATION (S)

i L LUSTRAT 101

SINGLE LINE IN e
SHAPE OF PIPE-'IA )I--

SIZE
NOTED

.nii\ 11-1

DOME LINE IF- #111

SINGLE UNE ---1--
Lih

CURVED UNE )

CIRCLE AND DOT 0
°1`e0

,

SEMICIRCLE
%.1

NOMINAL SIZE
NOTED AT JOINT il-fil

T
Igiii

-4- -1 ell-
TRIANGLE I (>116*- 11;4
TRIANGLE --I Clilm. 0:4
LINE ill

- ii)/
LINE 11111 1

Fig 44. Pipe fitting symbols.
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ITEM
SYMBOL

STRAIGHT ANGLED ILLUSTRATION

CHECK VALVE

GATE VALVE-
PLAN

ELEVATION

GLOBE VALVE
PLAN

ELEVATION

FLOAT VALVE

HOSE VALVE

PET COCK

TRY COCK

---Cmc13

CO-

-CO

-C:24 " TB

STRAIGHT

NOTE: SYMBOLS ARE SHOWN FOR SCREWED FITTINGSSYMBOLS FOR JOINTS (FIG. 11.5)
ARE AODED FOR OTHER TYPES

Fig 4.9. Plumbing symbols for valves.
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svtANDL ITEM

O
CO

ect
PL ELEV.

1

DISHWASHER

DRAIN
DRINKING FOUNTAIN**
FLOOR DRAIN

ROOF DRAIN
TRAP
GREASE TRAP

BATH

DISHWASHER
LAVATORY,

RANGE

SINK,
STEAM TABLE

CAN WASHER

DENTAL UNIT
HOT WATER TANK
WATER HEATER
WASH FOUNTAIN

CLEANOUT

GAS OUTLET
HOSE FAUCET
LAWN FAUCET
HOSE BIB
WALL HYDRANT

FLOOR DRAIN WITH
BACKWATER VALVE

SHOWER HEAD

SHOWER HEADS.
GANG

ELEVATION

'STANDARD ABBREVIATION INCLUDED WITH
SYMBOL

SYMBOL ITEM

3
WH

SHOWER STALL

WATER CLOSET

WATER CLOSET,
WALL HUNG

WATER CLOSET,
LOW TANK

LT

OR= SAM

0

URINAL, STALL TYPE
OR AS SPECIFIED

URINAL,
CORNER TYPE

URINAL,
TROUGH TYPE

URINAL,
WALL TYPE

LAVATORY, CORNER

LAVATORY, WALL

ELECTRIC WATER
COOLER

"TYPE SHOULD BE GIVEN IN SPECIFICATION
OR NOTE WHEN THIS SYMBOL IS USED

Fig 4-10. Symbols for Plumbing fixtures.

Fixtures. General appurtenances such as drains and sumps and fixtdes such as sinks,
water clRitend shower stalls are indicated on the plans by Pictorial or block symbols.
The symbols for those most frequently encountered are illustrated in figure 4-10. The extent
to which the symbols are,used depends on the nature of the drawing. In many cases, the fix-
tures will be specified on a bill of materials or other schedules keyed to the plumbing plan.
When the fixtures are described on the schedule, the draftsman will often use symbols which
closely approximate the shape of the actual fixt.res rather than the standard block or circle
and the standard abbreviation.
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EXERCISE; Answer the following questions and compare your responses with the answers listed'
at the end of this study unit.

1. The line symbol is the symbol for a(an)

2. The line symbol 8 8 is the symbol for a(an) .

3. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

4. The illustration below is the symbol for a(an)

.010

S. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

6. The symbol below represents a(an)

7. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

8. The symbol below represents a(an)
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Work Unit 4-8. PLUMBING ABBREVIATIONS

MATCH, FROM A LIST, ANY TWO PLUMBING ABBREVIATIONS TO THEIR CORRECT TERMS.

Plumbing abbreviations. Plumbing plans and details will also have abbreviations. Many
times the abbreviation can be identified by the symbol that it is identifying. Table 4-2
shows many of the more commonly used plumbing abbreviations. The builder should become famil-
iar with the basic abbreviations used on plumbing plans and details. Some abbreviations can
have more than one meaning or term. Usually the architect will not use the same abbreviation
for more than one item on the same floor plan. If the architect does not use the standard
abbreviations, he will normally indicate their meanings in a legend or notes section of the
plan.

Table 4-2. Plumbing abbreviations

TERM ABBREVIATION

Area Drain AO
Bath
Bathtub B or BT
Building Drain BO
Building Trap BS
Catch Basin CB
Cast Iron CI

Cleanout co
Cold Water CW
Copper COP
Detail BET
Oishwasher OW

Downspout OS
Drain
Drinking Fountain OF

Fixture FIX
Floor Drain FO
Galvanized Iron GI

Gas 0
Grease Trap GT
Hose Bibb NB

Not Water NR
Hot Water Return NOR
Not Water Tank NWT
Iron Pipe Size IPS

Kitchen Sink KS
Laundry Tray LT
Laundry Tub LT
Lavatory L or LAV
Lawn Faucet LF

Manhole MN
Meter
Motor M or MOT
Outside Diameter 00
Plumbing PLBG
Plumbing Tube PT
Rainwater Leader RWL
Ran
Relief

(Gas
Valv)e RV

Roof Drain RO
Sewer
Shower SH
Sill Cock SC
Sink

Soil Pipe SP

Soil Stack SS

Stack S or STK
Stack Vent SV
Standpipe SP

Steam Table ST
Tr
Toilet
Tub

Urinal . . U or UR
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Table 4-2. Plumbing abbreviations (continued)

Utility Room URM
Vent

Vent Stack VS
Vent Through Roof VTR
Wall Hung WH
Wall Hydrant WH
Washer
Waste
Waste Pipe WP
Water Closet WC
Water Heater WH
Water Softener WS
Wrought Iron WI

EXERCISE: Column 1 below lists plumbing plan abbreviations. Column 2 lists plumbing plan
terms. In the numbered blanks to the right of the abbreviation, write in the
matching term for the abbreviation. Compare your responses with the answers
listed at the end of the study unit.

Column 1 Column 2

ABBREVIATIONS TERM

1. AD, Commanding Officer
Catch In

2. CI, Lavatory
Plumbing

3. CO, Hose Bibb
Roof Drain

4. HB, Attic Drain
Waste Catch

S. LAV, Lavender
Shower

6. PLBG, Plumbing Tube
Urinal

7. RD, Area Drain
Cast Iron

8. SH, Hose Blank
Regular Drain

9. UR, Sheet
Water Closet

10. WC, Cleanout
Unit Run

Work Unit 4.6. READING PLUMBING PLANS.

IDENTIFY FROM A PLUMBING PLAN, THE SIZE OF THE WATER DISTRIBUTION PIPE.

IDENTIFY FROM A PLUMBING PLAN, THE SIZE OF THE WASTE SYSTEM PIPE.

As mentioned earlier, plumbing is classified as all piping, apparatus, and fixtures
for water distribution and waste disposal within a building; therefore, this work unit will
focus primarily on these two systems.

From the plumbing plan the builder can determine the location of fixtures and fittings
to be installed and the size and routing of piping.

Distribution System Materials. Water distribution piping for interior installations
is made o g ran e s ron, copper, plastic, or brass. Nickel., silver-, or
chrome-plated piping is used in locations where pipes are exposed to view. Galvanized wrought
iron is the material most frequently used in theater of operations construction. Normally,
fittings are made of the same material as that used in the piping and are made with screw or
fle 1pt connections; however, for pipe up to 4 inches in diameter, only screw connections are
used. Valves usually are made of brass and may or may not be plated. The material types to be
used for the distribution system are designated in the specifications; sizes and special
instructions are noted in the drawings.
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Waste S stem Materials. Waste systems include all piping from sinks, water closets,
urinals, s owers, a s, an other fixtures that carry liquids and sewage outside of the
building. A waste system consists of a main drain, branch mains, and soil and vent stacks.
Water, soil, and vent piping specifications include the materials of manufacture for each type
of piping; cast iron, galvanize' steel, wrought iron, copper, brass, lead, or acid-resistant
cast-iron pipe. Fittings or traps normally are specified to be of the same material as the
pipe.

a. Galvanized steel and iron piping. Galvanized steel and iron pipes and fittings are
the materials most commonly specified fir waste system plumbing installations. Pipe ends have
standard pipe threads and all pipes and fittings of this type are joined by standard pipe
threads. Such piping is manufactured in three different weights and in Waiters from 1/8-inch
to 12 inches to any one of several specifications. The fittings are manufactured in ell the
shapes required to change or intersect flow.

b. Vitrified clay piping and fittings. Vitrified clay piping and fittings are used for
underground house drains and sewers and normally are noted in the plans as VCP or VP. VCP is
sometimes used for soil and vent stacks in theater of operations construction. Pipes and fit.;

tings are made with bell-and-spigot ends. Joints are made by inserting the spigot end into the
bell and caulking with cement mortar.

c. Cast-iron pipes and fittings. Cast-iron pipes and fittings are used for building
drains and for soil, waste, and piping. These pipes can be laid in unstable soil without
danger of sagging. Pipes and fittings are made with belland spigot and flanged ends.
Bell-and-spigot joints are caulked with oakum and lead or a caulking compound; flanged
fittings are bolted together to make a joint.

d. Brass, lead, and co per pi in . Brass, lead, or copper piping is used in high
quality, or more expensive sys ems of waste plumbing. Brass or lead is used when excessive
acids or corrosive liquids are present. Such acids or liquids are seldom present in the flow
of theater of operations sewerage. Brass pipes and fittings are joined by standard pipe
threads, and the fitting shapes are identical to those used for galvanized steel or wrought
iron pipe. Lead pipe is very ductile, a feature that is advantageous in speed of install-
ation, but it most be well supported because it deteriorates rapidly if permitted to sag.
Copper pipe is not commonly specified for use as waste and vent piping because of the ex-
cessive cost of the larger sizes. To make connections, the pipe is cut to the desired length
and sweat-soldered to the applicable type of the several fittings available.

Reading plumbing plans. Figure 4-11 is a typical plumbing plan for a bath house and
latrine Mowing the water distribution plumbing, waste plumbing, and electrical wiring. For a
small structure of this type, only a plan view as shown will normally be provided together
with some additional detail drawings. You can see that the schedule of drawings lists three
sources of additional information on the plumbing: a standard details drawing, a special de-
tails droing, and a bill of materials. Standard details are indicated by a number and letter
in a circle; for example, 11 -G. Special details are called out on the plan, "DETAIL IN* for
example. An example of these standard and special details is shown on figure 4-12. note that
the method of supporting the flush tank, the method of coupling the water pipe to the flush
tank, and all other necessary information that could not be shown on the plan are clearly
shown on the standard drawing for detail 11G. Also, you can clearly see the required shower
head and control valve fitting requirements in special detail #6.

Water Distribution. The plan shown on figure 4-11, along with the standard and
special detail drawing and a bill of materials, permits the experienced plumber to install the
complete water distribution system accurately and satisfactorily. Note that the hot-water
heater and storage tank connections would be detailed on standard detail drawing 11. Notice
also that the point where the incoming water supply piping would be brought up to ceiling
level is shown on the hose bib location standard detail drawing 11-X. Look carefully at the
plan and note that the pipe sizes and type are clearly specified In all cases.

Waste S stem. The plan (fig 4.11) shows the building waste system starting at the
4-inch yen s. w en standard details are provided, it is important to remember that they are
prepared to cover a large variety of applications and the plumber is expected to make minor
alterations to suit particular installations. For example: Note that the BOO straight Y in

the water closet detail 11-G (fig 4-12) is shown for flow to the left. In the installation
plan (fig 4-11), the soil pipe pitch is in the opposite direction so that the Y must be in-
stalled in the opposite direction.
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Although the waste system shown in the utility plan (fig 4-11) is relatively simple,

it does consist of four basic functional elements which are defined as follows:

House Sewer. The house sewer is that part of the waste plumbing system beginning just
outside tlirlIMiairion and terminating at a street sewerage branch or a septic tank. A typ-
ical house sewer is shown in section In figure 4-13.

House Crain. The house drain is that part of the waste system which receives the dis-
charge oriTlriroand waste stacks within the building. It may be installed underground or
suspended from the first-floor joists. The house drain system is also referred to as the
"collection lines" , and includes such appliances as house traps, back-flow valves, cleanouts,
and area drains. In general, house drains will fall into one of four classes on any set of
specific building plans.

a. Combination system. As shown at the left on figure 4-13, a combination system re-
ceives the discharge of tote sanitary wastes of the building plus the storm water from the roof
and other exterior sources.

o. Sanitary drain. A sanitary drain receives the discharge of sanitary and domestic
wastes on y.

c. Storm drain. As shown at the right in figure 3-11, a storm drain receives storm,
clear weTEVEFEFface-water wastes only.

d. Industrial drain. M industrial drain receives liquid waste from industrial equipment
or processes and consequently receives little attention in theater of operations construction.

Soil pipe. Soil pipe is that portion of the plumbing system which receives the dis-
charge of water closets and conveys those wastes to the house drain.

Waste i . Waste pipe is that part of the drainage system which conveys the dis-
charge or x ures other than water closets such as sinks, lavatories, urinals, bathtubs, and
similar fixtures to the soil pipe.
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Fig 4-11. Typical plumbing plan for a bath house and latrine.
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Fig 4.12. Typical plumbing details.
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Fig 4-13. Typical waste plumbing system.

EXERCISE: Refer to figures 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13 to answer the following questions. Compare
your responses with the answers listed at the end of the study unit.

1. that size and type of pipe is used to supply water for the shower heads?

M.1=1.11.11.11!

2. How many shower heads are to be installed'
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3. What size cold water pipe is used for the incoming service line?

4. What size is the drain in the shower room?

5. The building drain system uses 4-inch pipe throughout. (True or False)

6. What size is the pipe used as a vent pipe?

7. Referring to figure 1-12, detail No. 6, what is used to couple the 3/4-inch Tee to
the l/2-inch self-closing shower valve?

Section III. HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

Heating is the operation of a system to transmit heat from a point of generation to the
place or places of use. The design of heating installations for buildings is one of the more
complex fields of construction, and you will fiord that variations of the basic type of heating
systems are numerous. However, this section will cover only two of the most common systems in
use, the hot-water and warm-air heating systems.

Air conditioning, as defined by the American Society of Heating and Air Conditioning
Engineers, is "tho process of treating air so as to control simultaneously its temperature,
humidity, cleanliness, and distribution to meet the requirements of the conditioned space."

You should be familiar with the basic elements of heating and air conditioning systems
and their graphic representation if you are to interpret drawings depicting heating and air
conditioning systems.

Work Unit 4 /. HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYMBOLS

IDENTIFY, FROM AN ILLUSTRATION, ANINHREE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYMBOLS.

Heating and air conditioning symbols. Some common symbols that you should be able to
identify are snows in rigures 4-14 through 4-17. Symbols used to depict ductwork are the same
for warm-air heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems. Items common to heating and
air conditioning (such as fan motors and temperature control devices) are depicted with the
same symbols on the respective drawings or plans. For example, the symbol for a thermostat as
shown in figure 4-14 also ap.;les to air-conditioning.

DAMPER,
ommerixo now

DAW%
DETIACNIINO UP

ONUS

DUCT

DUCT.
DIRUCTION OF now vi

REOUITIIK

4-i.. Heating symbots,
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RADIATOR, WALL

PLAN

RADIATOR, PIMA

MN NM NM MI

1=1 VENTILATOR IMF
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I

ELEVATION

L IVO ION

PLAN

NEATER, IXICT TYPE

DAMPER,
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PLAN

HEAT
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NEATER UNIT,
PROPELLER TYPE

ELEVATION
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Fig 444. Heating symboisr-(continued).
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NEAT EXCHANGER

NEAT TRANSFER SURFACE,
PLAN, (WITN TYPE INIXCATED
SUCH AS CONVECTOR)

PUMP

THERMOMETER

THERMOSTAT

,UNIT NEATER
(CENTRIFUGAL FAN),
PLAN

UNIT MATER (PROPELLER), PLAN

AUTOMATIC DAMPERS

DUCT SECTION (EXHAUST OR RETURN)

DUCT SECTOR (SUPPLY)

MOTOR OPERATED VALVE

111r1

la OR R SO It II

01.--ts to x

Fig 4-14. Heating symbols -- (continued).
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CAPILLARY TUBE

SUPPLY OUTLET WALL
ONIDICATE TYPE)

VANES fr

VOLUME DAMPER

SUPPLY OMIT CRUM

FLOAT TRAP

FLOAT AND TKBRM0MTATIC TRAP

LOUVER OPENING

(BID) ATE TYPO
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THRRNOSTAITC TRAP

Fig 4-14. Heating symbols--(continued).
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QUICK DISCONNECT
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Fig 4.14. Heating symbols - -(continued).
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COMPRESSOR
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ORIFICE CHECK VALVE
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TUBULAR) HEATER

CLOSED TANK

OPEN TANK

Fig 4.14. Heating symbols--(continued).
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Fig 4-15. Noting piping symbols.
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CINCULATINU CIIILLEu ON NOT-WATER FLOW CN

CIRCULATING CIIILLED OR NOT-WATER RETURN CI4*

CONDENSER WATER FLOW

CONDENSER WATER RETURN

MAICEUP WATER

mummincenom LElE

DRAIN

REESE RETURN
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Fig 4-16. Air conditioning piping symbols.
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WATER VALVE

UNE VIBRATION ABSORBER

HAND EXPANSION VALVE

MAGNETIC STOP VALVE

SNAP ACTION VALVE

SUCTION VAPOR
REGULATING VALVE

THERMO SUCTION VALVE

THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION VALVE

LINE FILTER

LINE FILTER a STRAINER

NATURAL CONVECTION FINNEOTYPE
COOLING UNIT

FORCEO CONVECTION COOLING UNIT

Fig 4-17. Air conditioning symbols.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your responses with the answers listed
at the end of the study unit.

I. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

10X24

2. The illustration below is an illustration of a(an)

MN IM INE MI

3. What symbol is illustrated below?

4. What is represented by the symbol illustrated below?

0 18''artam, 7140c.fra

S. What symbol is illustrated below?

6. What type of heating pipe symbol is illustrated below?
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7. What type of air conditioning pipe symbol is illustrated below?

CM

8. Tho Illustration below is the symbol for

9. What symbol is illustrated below?

Work Unit 4-8. HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ABBREVIATIONS.

MATCH, FROM A LIST, ANY THREE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ABBREVIATIONS TO THEIR
CORRECT TERMS.

Heating and air conditioning abbreviations. Table 4.3 shows some of the more common
abbreviations found on heating andrair conditioning plans. As a builder, you should become
familiar with the basic abbreviations used on heating and air conditioning plans. Note that
some abbreviations can have more than one meaning. If the architect does not use the standard
abbreviations on a plan, he will usually note these (or all abbreviations) in a legend or
notes sections.

Table 4-3. Heating and air conditioning abbreviations

TERM ABBREVIATION

'Air Conditioning AC or AIR COND
Branch B or BR
British Thermal Units Per Hour BTU/H
Ceiling CLG
Cellar CEL

Cold Air CA
Cold Air Return CAR

Cold Water CW
Connection CONN
Convector CONV
Detail OET
Diagram DIAL
Diameter 0,DIA, or OIAM
Diffuser
Dimension DIM
Exhaust ()CH

Exhaust Register ER

Floor FLR
Floor Mounted FM
Forced Air FA
Furnace FURN
Gas 6
Grill
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Table 4-3. Heating and air conditioning abbreviationscontinued

TERM ABBREVIATION

Heater HTR

Hot Air HA
Hot Water NW
Hot Water Return HWR or HR
Main
Maximum MAX
Motor M or MOT
Outside Air OA
Prefabricated PREFAB
Radiator RAD
Register REG
Return R or RET
Return Air RA
Return Grille RG
Return Register RR
Riser
Steam S

Supply Air SA
Thermostat T or THERMO
Vent

Vent Piping VP
Ventilator
Warm Air WA
Warm Air Return WAR

EXERCISE: The column I below lists heating and air conditioning plan abbreviations. Column
II lists heating and air conditioning plan terms. In the numbered blanks to the
right of the abbreviations write the matching term for the abbreviation. Compare
your responses with the answers listed at the end of the study unit.

Column I Column II

ABBREVIATIONS TERMS

1. AC, Steam
High Wall

2. CA, Supply Air
Register

3. DIA, Air conditioning
Funnelled Air

4. UN, Safety Activator
Cold Air

5. FA, Diagram
Slate

6. SA, Hatch
Hot Water

7. REG, Air Cooled
Forced Air

84 HW, Exterior
Regular

9. HA, Cool Air
Hot Air

10. S, Exhaust

Diameter

Work Unit 4.9 HOT.WATER HEATING PLANS

NAME THE TWO TYPES OF HOT.WATER HEATING SYSTEMS.

IDENTIFY, FROM A DIAGRAM, A DNEPIPE HOT-WATER HEATING SYSTEM.

IDENTIFY, FROM A DIAGRAM, A TWD -PIPE HOT.WATER HEATING SYSTEM.

Heating systems are classified according to the medium used to carry heat from the
point of generation to the point of use Steam or hot-water and warmair systems are the most
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commonly used. Hot-water heating is used extensively. Warm-air heating is probably the most
familiar to you because it fs used in almost all semi - permanent construction and in most bar-
racks. Hot-water heating systems will be discussed in this work unit, and warm -air heating
systems in the next work unit.

Hot-water heating systems. Circulation of water which has been heated at a central
source through pipes to radiators or convectors and back to the heating unit describes a hot-
water heating system. Usually, you will find tbat a pump is used to keep the water cir-
culating; gravity systems are seldom used. three are two classes of hot-water systems: the
one-pipe system and the two-pipe system.

One-Pipe System. The one-pipe system (fig 4-18) is the simplest type of hot water in-
stallation. Not water circulates through a single main and through each radiator in turn.
The water that reaches the last radiator will be cooler than the water in the first. To ob-
tain the same amount of heat from each radiator, the next radiator must be larger than the one
before, and the last one should be the largest of all. It is apparent that the one -pipe
system is adequate ti !r very small installations only.

Two-ptpe System. You will find that the disadvantages of the one-pipe system are
largely offset by the twopipe system. Figure 4-19 snows a two-pipe hot-water heating
system. The hot water from the heater unit goes directly to the five radiators via the main,
tees, and elbows. The cooler water leaving the radiators goes back to the heater unit via
separate return piping, elbows, and tees.

HEATER

11111111111 111111111111

HEATER

Fig 4-18. One -pipe hot-water heating system diagram.

Fig 4-19. Two -pipe hot-water heating system diagram.
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Not-Water Neating_System Plans. You may find a separate plan for the hot-water heating
system or you may find- that the plan of the heating system is incorporated with the hot and
cold water ond sewer lines on the plumbing plan. A plan of a hot-water heating system shows
you the layout of the units, piping, accessories, and connections. A typical hot-water heat-
ing system plan is illustrated In figure 4-20. (Figure 4-20 also shows electrical utility,

which you may disregard In this discussion.) You can see that the location of the toiler,

circulating pump, and compression tank are noted. Follow the supply piping from the boiler
and you can see that the one-pipe system is used; however, the hot water will flow in two di-
rections or loops. Each loop contains two radiators.' The second radiator in each loop is
larger than the first. The Om also notes that the piping is I inch and is located in the
crawl space.

linC l'11"C

SERVICE CONDUITS IN CONC
MELON IS" 5(0.01 GRADE

Ia M./M. w.... a 4. Io IM .,1=1, .. ...lb MI

60.41
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NW SUPPLY
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e..00-0
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PIPING IN CRAWL
SPACE
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41.41.
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/ "

0

0
% 0

BALANCING COCKS 1

/
4041 N i
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i
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Fig 4-20. Typical hot-* ter heating system plan.

EXERCISE: Answer !,19 following questions and compare your responses with the answers listed
at the eno of the study unit.

I. The two types of hot-water heating systems are the system and
the system.

2. Which hot-water heating system circulates hot water through a single main and
through each radiator in turn?

3. Which hot-water heating system supplies hot water to the radiators on one pipe and
returns the cooler water to the heater on a separate pipe?
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4. The diagram illustrated is an example of a

I`111.11p

heating system.

S. The diagram illustrated is an example of a

"St

heatinej system.

I I

1Ct t Ft.H.3aj.

Work Unit 4-10. WARM-AIR HEATING PLANS

DEFINE COMFORT ZONE.

IDENTIFY, FROM A WARM-AIR HEATING PLAN, THE SIZE OF ANY SUPPLY DUCT.

IDENTIFY, FROM A WARM-AIR HEATING PLAN, THE SIZE OF ANY RETURN DUCT.

Distribution of heated air througt a duct system describes a warm-air heating system.
Usually, gas-fired or oil-fired furnaces are used to heat the air, but you may also heat air by
passing the air through steam- or water-heated coils.

Typical Warm-Air System. A warm-a4r heating system consists of a furnace, a bonnet,
warm-air supply ducts and registers, return (cold) air registers and ducts, and a fan or
blower for forced circulation A warm-air heating system is shown in figure 4-21. Note the
bonnet above the heat plant where the heated air is collected for distribution to the various
rooms. The warm air is distributed from the bonnet through tho supply ducts and discharged
into the room through registers cr grills. You can see that the ducts are rectangular in
shape and that the warm-air register Is installed in the ceiling. (Some other systems might
have round ducts and warm-up registers in the wall.) The air, after circulating through the
room and losing heat, is returned to the heat plant via the cold-Cr return registers and
ducts. The return air register is placed in the wall just below the window, and the return
air duct is installed in the crawl space. The warm-air distribution via the branch ducts to
the other rooms of the building would be the same as the examples.
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Design Principles. the comfort zone concept is the basis for all heating designs. The

comfort zone is defined as the horizontal area from the top of an average man's head to his
kneos. It is apparent that if the air from the supply-registers were blown directly on a per-
son, he would he very uncomfortable. to avoid this, the registers are placed either above or
below the comfort zone; i.e., high on the wall or in the baseboard. Warm-air systems are laid
out so that the warm air from the registers is directed at the cold exterior walls. Therefore
the warm-air registers are placed on interior walls Ar ceilings. the registers for the cold
air return are always located at baseboard height. the reason for this location is probably
obvious; cold air is heavy and collects at the floor level of the room, thus the registers lo-
cated in the baseboard collect the air. The cold air is motivated through the return ducts to
the furnace for reheating and recirculation. The furnace location is also important for
proper warm-air heating. It is good design policy to locate the furnace room centrally in the
building plan to equalize duct lengths. In addition, the main (trunk) ducts should run above
a central corridor to equalize the branch duct lengths to the individual rooms. See figure
4-22 for illustrations of some of the common rectangular-duct connections. Illustration 1 is
a typical warm-sir bonnet with two main supply ducts.

WARM AIR
BRAN « DUCT

WARM AIR SUPPLY DUCT

RETURN
AIR REGISTER

HEAT PLANT

WARM AIR SUPPLY DUCTS TO BE
INSTALLED ABOVE CEILING

JOISTS. RETURN AIR DUCTS
TO OE INSTALLED BELOW OR
BETWEEN FLOOR JOISTS IN
CRAWL SPACE.

Fig 4-21. Warm-air heating system.

Two possible elbow connections are shown in 2. The split tee in 3 is used to di ect the flow
of air on the warm side of the system. On the cold air return, the straight tee in 3 may be
used. truck duct takeoffs are shown in 4 and S. In the double branch connection, less air is
present in the main duct after some of the air has been channeled into branch ducts; therefore,
the .ize can be reduced after the connection. The single branch connection shows two methods
of reduction. The first occurs at the connection in a horizontal direction; the second is ef-
fected by a vertical reduction in depth. In both double and single branch takeoffs, the
branch connections form a natural air scoop to encourage airflow in the desired direction. A
boot fitting from branch to stack, the stack terminating at a warm -air register, is illustrated
in 6, figure 4-22.
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Using a boot is one method of changing its equivalent cross section area or constricting the
flow of air,

OWARM-AIR SONNET

STRAIGHT TEE PLOT TEE

40 DUCT TEES

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

NCI mows

IS MILE BRANCH

REGISTER

STACK

SOOT

LEADER

® BOOT FITTING FROM
BRANCH TO STACK

(3) SINGLE BRANCH WITH
MAIN DUCT REDUCTION

Fig 4-22, Duct connections.

Warm-Air Heating System Plans, Warm-air ducts are indicated.in the heating plan by
solid lines. coid-air return ducts are indicated by dash-lines. See figure 4-23. Note that
all the duct sizes are given and are shown with the horizontal or width dimension listed
first. The second dimension represents the depth of the duct which is not shown. On the
plan, you can locate the warm-air registers and obtain the sizes. When ceiling registers
(diffusers) are used, the neck dimensions are shown on the plan (as 1$ figure 4-23), When
wall or baseboard registers are used, the face dimensions are given. The height of the wall
registers above the finished floor line would be given to you in the notes on the plan.
Cold-air return registers are shown recessed into the wall. The face dimensions of the return
register are noted adjacent to the symbol,
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LEGEND

CE3 WARM AIR RESISTER

COLO AIR RESISTER

ALL HORIZONTAL VANN AIR DUCTS TO BE RUN
IN ATTIC SPACE

ALL RETURN RESISTERS TO SE BASEBOARD TYPE

ALL RETURN DUCTS TO BE RUN BELOW FLOOR

F19 4-23. Typical warm-air heating system plan.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and compare your responses with the answers listed
at the end of the study unit. Questions 2 through 6 refer to figure 4-23.

1. The comfort zone is the horizontal area from the top of an average man's head to
his

2. What are the dimensions of the warm air register shown in figure 4-23?

3. Referring to figure 4-23, what is the size of the supply duct branch connected to
the warm-air register?

4. What are the dimensions of the cold air register shown in figure 4-23?

5. What is the size of the return duct branch :rom the cold-air register shown in
figure 4-23?

6. What is the largest size supply duct required in the warm-air heating system shown
in figure 4-23?
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Work Unit 4-11. AIR CONDITIONING PLANS

IOLNIIFY, FROM AN AIR CONDITIONING PLAN, THE RATE OF AIR SUPPLY TO ANY LOCATION.

An air-conditioning system comprises several distinct units, each designed to perform a
specific function. The system may be divided into three functional subsystems: refrigerant,

control, and air path. Refrigeration will not be covered in this course. The control sub-
system consists of the compressor motor, fan motor, starting and running circuit, relay, pres-
sure or temperature control switch, and thermostat. It is the air path that is of prime in-
terest to you when reading construction prints. This includes the ductwork, grills, dampers,
and screens.

Air-conditioning plans. A plan of heating and air-conditioning systems for a hospital
is shown in figure 4-24. You should disregard, for this discussion, everything on figure 4-24
that does not relate to the air-conditioning system. The plan indicates three self-contained
air-conditioning units which are located in the mechanical equipment room. Note that the duct-
work from the two main units is split and the size of the ducts reduced. The plan also shows
you the amount of air each diffuser will supply. For example, the supply to the lab is rated
at 250 cfm while the one from the dark room is rated at 100 cfm. As you can see, the third
air-conditioning unit supplies the surgery room only. fie enlarged plan view of the me-
chanical equipment rams shows you the piping connections. This piping is read in the same
manner as you would read the piping on a hot-water plan., For example, note the condenser
water flow (c) to the three air-conditioning units.
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EXERCISE: Refer to figure 4-24 to answer the following questions. Compare your responses
with the answers listed at the end of the study unit.

1. What is the smallest size duct used in the air-conditioning system?

2. Are typical air diffusers used to supply air to the surgery room?

3. Is any conditioned air being forced into the diet kitchen?

4. What is the rate of conditioned air being supplied to X-ray?

5. What is the rate of conditioned air being supplied to the duty or water room?

6. What size duct is designated for the quiet room?

SUMMARY REVIEW

In the preceding work units you have learned about utility, heating, and air-condi-
tioning plans. Now you can identify the electrical, plumbing, heating, and air conditioning
symbols and abbreviations. You can also read acid interpret electrical, plumbing, heating and
air conditioning plans and detail drawings. Yoe can recognize and name the two types of hot -
water heating sytems: the one-pipe system and two-pipe system. You can also define the com-
fort zone as the horizontal area from a man's head to his knees.
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Answers to Study Unit A4 Exercises

Work Unit 4-1.

1. three-way switch
2. ceiling light outlet
3. thermostat
4. Incoming service lines
5. continuous-row fluorescent fixture
6. branch circuit home run to panel board
7. Special purpose outlet

Work Unit 4-2.

1. Access !Panel

2. Circuit Breaker
3. Direct Current
4. Grounded
5. Meter
6. Negative
7. Outlet

8. Pull Switch
9. Single Pole

10. Utility Room

Work Unit 4-3.

1. Al

2. AS
3. A4
4. 800 watts

5. 590 watts
6. 600 watts
7. A$

Work Unit 4-4.

1. Leader, soil or waste (above
2. gas line
3. Outlet turned up
4. hose valve
5. Check valve
6. shower heads, gang
7. Corner lavatory
8. shower stall

Work Unit 4-5.

1. Area Drain
2. Cast Iron
3. Clean Out
4. Hose Bibb
5. Lavatory
6. Plumbing
7. Roof Drain
8. Shower

9. Urinal

10. Water Closet

Work Unit 4-6.

1. 3/4" tile pipe
2. Eight (8)
3. Two inch

4. Four inch
5. False
6. Four inch
7. 3/4-inch x 1/2-inch bushing

grade)
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Work Unit 4-7.

1. 10" x ?4" duct
2. wall radiator
3. Thermostat
4. 18" diameter ceiling supply outlet
5. Compressor
6. High Pressure Steam
7. circulating chilled or hot-water flow
8. Cross feed
9. Forced convection cooling unit

Work Unit 4-8.

1. Air Conditioning
2. Cold Air
3. Oiameter
4. Exhaust
5. Forced Air
6. Supply Air
7. Register
8. Hot Water
9. Not Air

10. Steam

Work Unit 4.9.

1. one-pipe, two-pipe

2. One-pipe
3. Two-pipe
4. one-pipe
5. two-pipe

Work Unit 4-10.

1. knees
2. 12" x 12"
3. 10" x 6"
4. 12" x 6"
5. 10" x 6"
6. 28" x 16"

Work Unit 4-11.

1. 6" x 6"

2. No. The air to the surgery room must pass through 20-inch by 10-inch x 2-inch air
filters.

3. No. Only an exhaust fan is used in the diet 'kitchen.
4. 300 CFM
5. 225 CFM
6. 8" x 8"
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CONSTRUCTION PRINT READING

Review Lesson

Instructions: This review lesson is designed to aid you in preparing for your final exam.
You should try to complete this lesson without referring to the course text or other
materials, but if you find that you must use the materials to answer some of the questions, do
so. The enclosed answer sheet must be filled out according to the instructions on the back of
the sheet and mailed to MCI usinq the envelope provided. If you answer any items incorrectly.
they will he listed with the appropriate reference on a feedback sheet which will be mailed to
your commanding officer with your final exam. You should study the referencdd material for
the questions you missed before taking the final exam.

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

1. What line convention is illustrated?

a. Visible
b. Oimension

c. Center

d. Break

2. What line convention is illustrated?

a. Center c. Phantom
b. Dimension d. Break (long)

3. What line convention is illustrated?

a. Break
b. Stitch

4. What line convention is illustrated?

sr sr ammo or e 4E11 air .map

a. Phantom
b. Extension

S. What line convention is illustrated?

a. Phantom

b. Cutting

c. Dimension
d. Cutting

c. Stitch
d. Center

c. Leader
d. Hidden
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6. The three.view drawing illustrato Wnw is an example of what type projection?

a. Cabinet
b. Orthographic

7. What type of drawing is illustrated?

c. Oblique
d. Section

a. Section c. Isometric
b. Oblique d. Cabinet

$. The illustration below is an example of a(an) °drawing.

a. oblique c. isometric
b. auxiliary d. section

11.2 17 6



9. What view is illustrated in the drawing below?

a. Auxiliary c. Section
I), Side d, Phantom

10. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

a. offset
b. revolved

c. side
d. rotation

11. The drawing illustrated is an example of a(en) view.

a. oblique
b. phantom

c. section
d. rotation

view.



12. The illustration below is an example of what type of view?

a. Full section c. Alined
b. Phantom d.. Auxiliary

13. Two of the three types of prints are optical processes and positive contact processes.
What is the third process?

a. Construction
b. Removed

c. Intermediate
d. Negative contact

14. Construction prints should be folded so that the drawing number is always

a. visible. c. on the bottom.
b. at the top. d. inside.

15. The four parts that may be found on a print are title block, revision block, bill of
materials, and

a. notes and specifications. c. architect's name.
b. drawn size. d. production number.

16. The two classifications of military drawings are construction and

a. specification. c. application.
b. production. d. interpretation.

17
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Note: Questions 17 through 20 are based on the drawing below.

17. What surface in the top view represents A in the isometric view?

a. J

b. 8

18. Surface 8 in the isometric view is represented by what surface in the front view?

a. N
b. N

19. Surface L in the front view represents what surface in the isometric view?

a. 8 c. F

b. C d. 0

20. Surface E in the isometric view is represented by what surface in the side view?

a. U c. V
b. W d. 1

c.

d.

X

c.

d. 0
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Note: Questions 21 through 24 are based on the plot plan shown below.
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21. What is LW finished grade at the northwest corner of the property line?

a. 113.4'

b. 115.8'

c. 113.0'

d.

22. Now many feet from the west property is the house located?

a. 114.6' c. 19'"
b. 12.-0" d. 46'4"

23. What is the distance from the south end of the garage to the 4.-0" concrete walk?

a. 115.2'

b. 241.-6"

c. 44'4"
d. 2C0"

24. What is the length of the north property line?

a. 80'-0"
b. 125'-0"

c. 46.-6"
d. 113.0'
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05. What type of foundation is illustrated in the drawing below?
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26. The illustration an example of a(an) foundation plan.
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c. wall
d. steel

27. What material is represented by the symbol illustrated?

a. Brick
b. Wood

c. Concrete
d. Earth
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28. What material is represented v use symbol illustrated?

a. Tile c. Stone on brick
b. Glass block d. Wood stud partition

29. The symbol illustrated is the symool for a(an)

a. double-hung out-swinging casement window.window. c.

b. single door. d. sliding door.

34. The illustration shown is the symbol for a(an)

I

4, in-and-out door. c. sliding door.
b. double-acting single door. d. single out - swinging window.

31. What type of door is represented by the symbol illustrated?

a. Refrigerator
b. Double, opening in

c. Single. interior
d. Sliding doors

B. Matching; In the group of items below (items 32 through 34), match the abbreviation in
column 1 with the applicable term in column 2. In each group select the letter indicating
your choice (a. b. c, d, or e). After the corresponding number on the answer sheet,
blacken the appropriate circle.

Values 1 point each

Column 1 Column 2

Abbreviations Terms

32. FR a.

b.

Bedroom
Recessed

33. BR c.

d.

Frame
Blue print

34. REC e, Floor
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C. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE that BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheets blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

Note: Questions 35 through 39 are based on the floor plan illustrated below.
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35. What are the dimensions of the

a. 51-3" x 7'-0 1/2"
b. 51-3" x 151.4 1/2"

36. What are the dimensions of the

a. 31.4" x 4'.2 1/2"
b. 5'4" x 7'-0 1/2"

(7101 .1..1:1'4..

COW PLAT?

living/dining room?

c. 11'4 1/2" x 12'4"
d. 13'.3 1/2" x 151.5"

bathroom?

c. 11'11 1/2" x 12'.1"
d. 13'.3 1/2" x 15'.5"

183
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37. The dimensions of the bedroom are

a. 1/2" x 12.-1". c. 4.-3" x 5'.3".
b,. 5'.3" x 7'.0 1/2". d. 3'4" x 41-2 1/2".

38. The 4'.3" Pky S.-3" space between the bathroom and kitchen is used

a. for the laundry area.
b. to store the air-conditioning system.
c. to store the hot-water heater and heating unit.
d. as a spare bedroom.

39. What are the number.of stories in the house shown on the floor plan?

a. 2 c.

b. 1 1/2 d. 0

410. What is represented by the symbol illustrated?

a. Glass c. Wire mesh

b. Wood d. Brick

41. The symbol below represents what material?

a. Ceramic tile c. Asphalt shingles
d. Concrete blockb. WOod panel

42. The symbol illustrated represents

Zri::4i::VT0.41i%
:*1.. ..1 4 ' 1 .::: i. ' *1 .'0.:,:i.v..4.... ,1,... ,., .,......4:

a. stucco. c. asphalt shingles.

b. concrete block. d. wood panel.

43. What type of window is represented by the symbol illustrated?

a. Sliding
b. Casement

c. Awning, hinged at top
d. Double hung

R.10
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44. The symbol illustrated represents olio"'

a. flush door. c. folding door.
b. sliding door. d. panel door.

D. Matching: In the group of items below (items 45 . 47), patch the abbreviation in column 1
with the applicable term in column 2. In each group select the letter indicating your
choice (a, b, c, d, or e). After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken
the appropriate circle.

Value: 1 point each

Column 1 Column 2

Abbreviations Terms

45. IN a.

b.

Drawing
Insulated

46. OWG c.

d.

Sheet
Inch or Inches

47. SM e. Sheathing

E. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the

question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

Note: Questions 48 through 52 are based on the elevation drawing shown.
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48. What type of roof is indicated on the frame portion of the building shown?

a. Flat

b. Nip

c. Shed
d. Gable

49. What roof slope ' indicated on the frame portion of the buil(' qg shown?

a. 4 in 12 c. 1 in 6

b. 4 in 0 d. 1 in 0

SO. What type of window is indicated on the frame section of the east elevation view?

a. Casement c. Awning

b. Double hung d. Horizontal sliding

51. What type of door is indicated on the south elevation view?

a. Folding
b. French

c. Panel

d. Flush

52. What type of finish material is indicated fcr exterior of the frame portion of the
building? 4

a. Tongue and groove
b. 1" x 6" lap siding

c. Vinyl siding
d. Aluminum siding

53. The scale used on the floor plan below is

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
amm-troe

a. 1' 1110
b. 3/4' 1.-12" d, 1/4" l'-0"



54. The dimension between A and B on the illustration is
A

a. 17'.8 1/2". c. 2'-8 1/4".
b. 21-18". d. 21-6 1/2".

55. What is the dimension between A and B on the illustration shown?

A
?

AuFF41111111
14

a. S'-2 1/2" c. 12'-2 1/2"
b. 5'.5" d. 12'4"

56. The dimension between A and B on the illustration is

A

144114' 44-14114111fatis' I rldel '
I 314

a. 131-3".
b. 13'-6".

c. 67'4".
d. 691-6%

Notes Questions 57 through 59 refer to the following illustration.
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51. The unknown dimension at point X is

a. r-0".
b. 4*-6".

59. What is the unknown dimension at 11

a. 4I-20

b S'0"

59. The unknown dimension at point 2 is

a. 3'9".
b. 9I3".

c. 6'".
d. 12I-0".

c. 9'-2"
d. 13'4"

c. 16'3".
d. 24'-6".

60. The scale used on the sliding door sill detail illustrated is

,SLIDING DOOR
511.1 DETAIL.

SCALE: a% 1..0"

a. 1" 0'1".
b. 1" g IiOno

c. 3" 1'0°.
d. 3" = 1.-1*.

61. The interior detail drawing illustrated is a(an)

e0"

PLYW.

AfteFLYS

Nic3
SHELF

I

.= '/ I

mu. 40. op.
4.1w wO 1

,GASE SHOE

I

a. bathroom.
b, kitchen cabinet.

.0-.14" PLYWOOD

c. clothes closet.
d. tool storage locker.



62. The exterior detail drawing illustrated is a(an)

0*--T
$ .t

2114

2a6 SPACE ir
2x4 EACH SIDE

4
1. 1

a. set of steps and landing.

b. loading dock,.

63. The drawing illustrated is a(an)

6 w 2102 CARRIAGE

r."*TREATED POSTS

c. security fence.
d.. gable end over-hang.

.Vwxrdme

.--16

inueR

a. window jamb detail. c. door side detail.

b. windowsill detail. d. window head detail.

I



64. Wilma type of detail drawing is illustrated?

NUL MOW
au

1,411j140/W

a. Window jamb
b. Doorsill

65. The section view illustrated is of a(an)

c. Doorhead
d. Doorjamb

.,40
olg 110. tf.spipastos. rep. p410004)

4 40140.4. 104+1Yi.f4101/AAAL Wirtiell(

D

a, foundation plgn,
b. exterior wall.

p-

.

so.* Ibif.ip
poreesuee. Iqs.

1444.1 T41.
46610 e.4044..
no.e..tioog

ii1A. 16 wittor.a.

c. Interior wall.
d. window frame.



Note: Questions 66 through 69 refer to the following illusto,tion.

66. What type of windows are indicated?

a. Fixed

b. Sliding sash
C. Double hung
d. Awning

61. What site material is used for the floor Joist?

a.

b.

10

1° x 4"
C. 2" x6"
d, 2" x 8"

68. What material is used for the finished interior wall?

a. 10* bevel siding

b. 1" sheathing

69. What is used for exterior finish?

C. 2" x 441 studding

d. 1" hardpressed fiberboard

a. 1° x 4" guide c. 1" x 6" base
b. 10° bevel siding d. 1° sheathing



70. What type of framing plan is illustrated?

a. Wall

b. floor

71. The drawing illustrated is a(an)

c.. Roof
d. Ceiling

a. elevation view of a wall.

b. root freeing plan.

c. section view of an interior partition,

d. floor framing plan.

R-10
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12. The drawing illustrated is a(an)

641.
9' f114'0111pR

ern:rooms qt.

I I99 4,...I flo mks MM. .

6NOWIND

a. ceiling layout.

b. elevation view of a site plan.

Note: Questions 13 through 71 refer to th.

to

c. wall framing plan.
d. roof framing layout.

following illustration.

13. The type of construction

a. balloon.

b. plank.

frautipit used in the illustration is

c. platform.
d. braced.

14. The structural member at location B is a(an)

a. rafter. c. joist.

b. stud. d. corner post.

75. The structural member at location K is a(an)

a. sill.

b. top plate.

What structural member is at location D?

a. Stud
b. Joist

c. stud.

d. joist.

c. Sill

d. Header
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77. What structural member is indicated at location 6?

a. Top plate c. Rafter
b. Sill d. Memel brace

78. The illustration shown is an example of a

a. western
b. braced

c. plank
d. balloon

frame drawing.

79. The major difference between balloon framing and platform framing is rafters which run
from the sill to the

a. rafters.
b. joists.

80. What is represented by the electrical

a. Three wires
b. C.oncealed wire

c. bracing.
d. header.

symbol illustrated?

c. Two wires
d. Wire turned up

81. The electrical symbol illustrated is the symbol for a(an)

a. service switch. c. pilot lamp.
b. ceiling pull switch. d. single pole switch.

82. The electrical symbol illustrated is the symbol for a(an)

11.111.. ,I=I
a. 20AMP, 250volt outlet.
b.. bare lamp fluorescent strip.
c. wall lighting outlet.
d. continuous row fluorescent fixture.

R.201



F. Matching: In the groups below (items 83 through 85) match the abbreviation in column 1
with the applicable term in column 2. In each group select the letter indicating your
choice (a, h, c, d, or e). After the corresponding number on the answer sheet. blacken
the appropriate circle.

Value: 1 point each

Column 1 Column 2

Abbreviations Terms

83. SP a.

b.

Outside
Conduit

84. OUT c.

d.

Switch panel
Outlet

85. C e. Cable

G. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

Note: Questions 86 and 87 refer to the following electrical plan.
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86. The total watts connected to circuit 07 are

a. 1000,

b. 975.

87. The lights in the storeroom are on circuit

a. 07.
b. 06.

88. The plumbing symbol illustrated is a(an)

0

c. 800.
d. 550.

c. 04.

d. 02.

a. turned joint. c. outlet turned up.
b. outlet turned down. d. reducer concentric.

89. What is represented by the symbol illustrated?

4. Gate valve c. Hose valve
b. Pet cock d. Try cock

90. The plumbing symbol illustrated is a(an)

a. steam table. c. shower stall.

b. dishwasher. d. water closet.

H. Matching: In the groups below (items 91 and 92) match the abbreviation in column 1 with
the applicable to: is in column 2. In each group select the letter indicating your choice

(6, b, c, d, or e). After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the

appropriate circle.

Value: 1 point each

Column 1

Abbrtviation

91. WC

92. LW

Column 2

Terms

a. Cold water
b. Water closed
c. Closed water
d. Water closet
e. Cold wash



I. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

Note: Questions 93 and 94 refer to the following plumbing plan.

93. The cold water distribution pipe to the urinal is a(an)

a. 1/2" pipe.
b. 3/4* pipe.

94. What size waste pipe is indicated on

a.

b.

4"

3"

c. 1 1/2" pipe.
d. 4" pipe.

the plumbing plan?

c. 1 1/2"
d. 3/4"

R43
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96. The symbol illustrated represents a(an)

a. propeller-type heater. volume damper.
b. floor radiator. d. duct-type heater.

96. What heat pipe is represented by the symbol illustrated?

a. Fuel-oil flow
b. Medium pressure steam

97. The symbol illustrated represents a(an)

a. magnetic stop valve.
b. hand expansion valve.

c. High-pressure return
d. Compressed air

c. line filter.
d. snap action valve.

J. Matching: In the groups below (items 98 through 100), match the abbreviation in column 1
with the applicable term in column 2. Select the letter indicating your choice (a, b, c,

d, or e). After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

Column 1 Column 2

Abbreviations Terms

98. SA a.

b.

British thermal units
Steam access

99. FA c.

d.

Fos'ced air

Butane'tank unit
100. BTU e. Supply air

K. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the

question. After the corresponding numbe* on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate

circle.

Value: 1 point each

101. The two types of hot-water heating systems are the one-pipe system and the
system.

a. forced-air c. cola- supply

b. three-pipe d. two-pipe

R-24
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102. The illustration below is an example of a(an)

a. two-pipe hot-water heating system.
b, warm-air heating system.
c. one-pipe hot-water heating system.
d, forced-air heating system.

103. What type heating system is illustrated?

a. Forced coal c. Warm-air
b, Two-pipe hot-water d. One-pipe hot-water

104. When referring to a warm-air heating system. the comfort zone is the area from a man's
knees to

a, the middle of his chest. c, the bottom of his feet,

b. the top of his head. d, the bottom of his head.

R-25
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Note: Quesions 105 and 106 refer to the following warmair heating plan.

mixt mem,"

te.s .z:........i.
Eiifx-.21-1,

i mix..___,, ,.
.

2exur

r
LEGEND

El WARM MR REGISTER

IfCOLD AIR REGISTER

ALL HORIZONTAL WARM AIR DUCTS TO BE RUN
IN ATTIC SPACE

ALL RETURN REGISTERS TO BE BASEBOARD TYPE

ALL RETURN DUCTS TO OE RUN BELOW FLOOR

105. What is the largest supply duct attached to the heater?

a. .18" x 16" c. 18" x 8"
b. 26" x 12" d. 12" x 12°

106. What is the size of the return air duct where it connects to the pan?

a. 28" x 16° c. 26" x 12"
b. 28" x 12" d. 26" x 16"



107. Referring to the illustration of an air conditioning plan, what is the rate of
conditioned air being supplied to the records room?
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